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C H A F 'E

R I

INTRODUCTION
D ll

Health has long been co sldered one of the cardinal
objectives of rduoatio .

The teacher plays an Important role In

the education of children wjlth reference to health.
only have a knowledge of

He

iust not

kith, and Its relationship to life

pro esses, but em t be an exam le of mental and physical wellbe J ag*

He is responsible for the formal te c lng of he 1th and,

greater than that, he Is responsible for the healthful environment
of the school.

His te c

will be arid indeed If he Is unable

to pass a health evaluation by the pulp Is whom he faces each d^y*
Good health* mental aid r ysicnl , la a prerequisite for
efficient ftrd wholesome ten? 1 g.
contacts teachers probably

In their hourly and daily

?ore than any other professlc *al

indiv'dual^, are the cynon ir© of many critic 1 eyen.
appearancer, mann ris s, d»f ecto of epeeeh,

Their

>nd emotional

1 pact8 on pupils can and Ho le ve lasting L.-pressIe a*
Teaching at any level

fros kindergarten through high

chocl, r e u l r e s considerable expenditure of energy*

Constant

association In the classrco

with robi|et, active children for

many hours each day as wol!

as sup©-visIon. of various physical

activities o

the playgrounds may be fairly strenuous for many

i. v v ’duals.

C se aurt c

rider t ’
-ie a hi litv of the teacher to

resnop.d to such r b y leal sir»es*

An Individual who e 1tealth pr vfnts a reasonably good
attendance at school or w?o is suffering from a oontmunleable
disease such as tuberculoitip certainly should not be employed as
a teacher.

An Individual whose hearing or visual defects i p e d e

efficient teaching should rot be plaeed In a classroom.

One

m

remember that children arA hot only (julck to detect such
1 palrments but can devise mean# of adding to the nervous strain
of sue

a tench' r.

On the other hand, 1

(is possible tha> discrimination may

be made, to a minor degre^, in health standards for elementary
and secondary teachers.

or 1 p U b m v a list*, or other speech

C feet, a tic, or a 11 plug gait w' l<jh would likely be imitated
by

■ first-grader will probiably be ignor'd by a high-school

otii.'e t.

e reaction of c >lldren t<^s physical defects such as

artificial limbs, artificial eyes or extensive visible scars la
diff'cult to evalu' te.
The emotional climate of a c l a s mroom should prorote
sore ity of

lid.

A y Observations Of ft owled e 1

re a d to

personality defects or erotlonal disabilities must be carefully
evalu t d.
In all fairness to t'ie prospective teacher and ©specially
to the pu 11s and school ^dalnletratIon certain standards of
rhysio 1 and

.ental health should be co- side red#

The health of the teacher Is far more than an Individual
problem, affecting the success and hSprinesa o? the person
cc cer ed.

It Is a matter of first i :ortance to the general

public beocmee of its dlr^ctt ard indl root Influences on the
health of c Ildren.

i:

f.un>p.t^s si M ©
Health la ee entlal

effieien

level In almost any line of work

of the highest attainable
Is peculiarly important

»f th# strenuous demands of the
for teachers, not only beiaiuse of
classroom on their strength and energies hut also because
teacher health la the eorpejratone of any school that Is run
efflele tly*
This study will analyse the health problems of teachers
and will combine construeitlve and practical suggestions
concerning promotion of t4aliCher healj
Briefly stated the s'xaolflc purposes of this study are*
1*

To de 1 wltt the broad problems of teacher health
by inquiring Into the

sent health status of

te chore.
2*

To determine the natur# and frequency of common
health dlsopderr.

3.

To determine the personal health practices of
teach© s.

4.

To heternint out of school living conditions
rel tod to fcolalt! .

5*

To deter ;inp t © he'’It a requirements for
certifiesit 1 >■ri in the v&nlous at t o.

6*

To stimul til lntere t in studying the health
problems of teachers•

7*

To •'€>terming various ways that adainletrative
practices cun favorably Influence the health of
teachers.

6.

To spur ind vldual teachers and administrators
to take inc \'eased interest in their own health
and that of fellow terohers.
Sojirsl4 2l teteKltikS.

The data for t is sti |
ay was obtained frco the following
sources *
1.

„uestion al r*es- were submitted to teacher® and
administrate rs attending summer school at the
University 4>f

orth Cokota 3

June o f 1953.

riaires were submitted to the student
These quest :.onr
directly t hJ*ough the class room and returned
immediately

Instructions and explanations \?ere

piven to th^ etffflfent previous to the? submittal.
There were

50 questionnaire;! submitted, 130

returned, rCPresentl

1.

See Appe dlx A

a return of a6.6 per oe; t.

2.

Individual letters^ were sent to the education
departments hi each state to determine health
qualifications for certification*

There were

48 returns received representing a return of
100 per cent.
3.

Books, pamphlUis and periodicals related to this
field of stufry were consulted.

J M R a tions
Authoritative Information on teacher health is sea oe.
Obtaining adequate and #xhot information with r spect to teacher
health is difficult.

"Tharhe is a broad general agreement as to

the administrative practices that affect the health of school
personnel but there is little educational literature of
statutory guidanoe in thi|s area".^
This study has a number of limitations.

The people who

were surveyed were ohiofiy teachers fend administrators who
attended the summer session at the university of North Dakota
during 1953.

The results Obtained are not a true indication

of the over-all picture of teacher health but represent a small
cross-section of teacher health conditions In North Dakota and
neighboring states.

2.

See Appendix B

3.

American Assoc
Association of School Administrators
Health In Softools p 45

Using a questionnaire as a method of research has its
handles a.

The rosnondenjts 00 etinee answer queations

haphazardly and often the questions are misinterpreted,
Ince plete and completely o ;itted.

However, despite its

shortcomings, the questionnaire method of research seems to
be the most practical meais of obtaining informrtion of
this type.
Review Bt Si liar

tudles

Little hrd been done, prior to the twentieth century,
by school authorities, in the United States to gather
Information concerning the health ststus of teachers and to
determine wh"t conditions Qf the school are injurious to their
he 1th.
William H. Burnham recognized the need for such information
and in 1904 completed whan was probably the first study
attempted in the United Sprites on the influence of the school
environne t o- the he 1th of the te c'»er.
Burnham, by a que tibn. aIre study, attempted to discover
certain relations'" ips of ^ e r i c a n

Is to teacher he 1th.

His conclusions, as stated by Kerr^, were based upon the
re olios of 500 teachers tp this question:

"What conditions in

the cchoolhoune or its surroundings and In school Instruction
have you found Injurious to your he 1th?"

4.

The returns from the

Kerr, Jamesj
The Pund.-vn.entalo of chool Health
The Macmillan Company ^ 1L92$, p . 6 4 9

Ne\f Yorks

teachers indicated that 37 per cent thought they had damaged
health.

Of these, 10. i pftr cent attributed it to roor

ventilation; 9*6 per cent to bad lighting; 7*4 per cent to
nervous strain; and 4.0 par cent to long periods of standing.
Burnham further concluded that the school environmental
conditions which were eonuldered injurious to the teacher's
health, by their own Judgment, were As follows:

an excessive

number of pupils per teaohelr; too many teaohing periods per
day; too many problem children who w«pir© either Intellectually
abnormal or severe discipline oases; lack of tenure security;
and the fear of dismissal,

Among the teachers, Burnham found

that nervous disorders ant. neurasthenia ranked highest on
the list of teacher health disorders with respiratory
infections next.
Studies on teacher health had b^en made in Europe prior
to the first American invistigations.

A summary of some cf

those studies were made by Terman and Almack^ in their
discussion of the health ojf teachers.
A study in Leipsig, Germany,^ in 1895 recorded that 42.b
per cent of the teachers Ih. that city ifere suffering from
definite diseases, notably those of the lungs, heart, throat
and nervous system disorders.

’erman, Louis M . , and
School Child. Boston:
ip. 437-56..
6.

Ibid., pp. 437-31

llaack, John C . , The Hygiene of the
idughton Mifflin C o . , 1959,

8

Carup and rollmer,? In Germany, had Co; ducted van earlier
investigation and had discover d da La si r.dl&r to that found
In Lelpsig.

In addition they noted that a more unfavorable

health status was evident :Ln rural teachers, manifest d by
larger classes, heavier <fu Lies, and poorer hygienic conditions#
teenhoff,0 in 1911 * :Investigated the disorders of
elementary and infant sotool teachers of Sweden.

He found,

in order of frequency, ns rvous troubles, respiratory diseases,
gastro-lntestlnal ailment

, and anemia.

2.5 p<- r O' at of the t e n d .ei:»8 of

He indicated that

Sweden were suffering from

neurasthenia and that 50 per cent of the absences lasting more
than two years were caused by nervous disorders.

teenhoff

attributed the teacher mqrpidity in Sweden to the following
causes:

Poor physical endowment; overstrain during the training

period; tad hygienic c o n a t i o n s of schools; insufficient
salaries, and the indifference of teachers to the requirements
of personal hygiene.

The Investigations of tuberculosis among

teachers In Switzerland, Motherlands, and Saxony in 1895, and
In "ranee In 1906 and 1 l the Province of Toronto indicated that
teachers were excessively subject to that disease.9

7.

Ibid., p. 438.

8.

Ibid., pp. 438*39.

9.

Ibid., p. 439.

Louis I. Dublin,10 ojf the Metropolitan Life Insurance
Co pany, made his well-kno^|rn study of New York City teachers
in 1916.

This reoort gre|w out of the effort of the Brooklyn

Teachers Association Com; ittee on School Problems to analyze
the problem of teaoher physical disability*

There were

3,877 cases of illness co ; sldered in relation to the 20,421
teachers on the active li nt.

There were 18*7 teachers per

thousand, or 18*7 per cent* reported slok during that school
year.

The rates of lllnepE varied with sex.

B'or the men,

there were 88*5 oases of Physical disability per thousand
employed during the sohooL year*

The correspo ding rate for

wo en teachers was 201*5 per thousand.

In relation, the

average duration was 1.34 qays per male teacher and, for
women, 3.11 days por teache r or more than twice the average
period of disability a ong females a* a ong males,
Dublin reported that the sickness rate among sohool
teachers increased steadily with age*

This was so,

irrespective of sex.
This study called particular attention to its data showing
that teachers had a low rate of tuberculosis.

This was in

contrast to the early literature tha^ had prevailed and had
shown teachers to have had a high proportionate mortality rate
from pulmonary tuberculosis.
10*

Dublin, Louis, "Physical Disability of ow York City
School Teachers, 3che
m d Society. Vol. 5, (October
7, 14, 1916), pp.“ S54
97^02-7.

10

Research on the health of teachers was continued by
11
Carroth rsxx who mad© an important, thorough study in 1924,
The Investigation analyzed the data on those factors which
deter in© the physical effjlclenc

of teachers.

The im ortance

of those factors was considered in the light of their influence
on the personality and t^abhlng ability of classroom teachers.
This study attempted to show whether or not large classes,
extra clothing, close confinement in elementary schools, and
related factors were cau? eb of illness on the part of teachers.
The data was gathered from the school records of Cleveland
from 1917-1922 and from t he sohool rcooids of Springfield,
Massachusetts, covering t hi period l|922-23.
On the basis of his findings, Carrothera recommended
certain aids in order to improve thej health of teachers in the
schools.

He listed among these;

a thorough physical

exa inrtlon before admittance to normal school? sohool
physicians and school nurses be mado available for service to
teachers as doctors and njurses are being provided in industry?
that teachers absent over ien days hie re-exa lned before
returning, to work? and that reasonable oc penaation be paid to
teachers during their illness, regardless of extent.

11.

The ~vr,leal Efficiency of Teachers,
Carrothore, George E.
Contributions to Educ; tion, !;0 . 155. New York;
Bureau
of Publications, Teaicfyers College, Columbia University,
1924.

11

R o g e r s , i n 1926, can]>ared teacher absences of a number
of school systems with absle^cea from illnesses of workers in
other Indoor occupations

lie found that the average absences

of whit© 'teachers in the n i^e cities from which figures were
available

ere 3*36 d ys.

women 3.49 days.

Fen were absent 1.5 days a year and

Persona in other indoor occupations, for a

period co parable to the ;isual number of days in the school
year,

'ere absent on an average of 3 39 dnyo for men and 8.4

days for women.
Rogers found that nexfvipus disorders were more prevalent
among teachers and that th© strain i ivolved in teaching resulted
in a great deal of teacher illness.

orry and lack of -djustment

were also causes of teacher ill-health*
In 1938 the National Education Associati’ n, Department of
Classroom Teachers, Research Division, published a booklet
entitled “Fit to Teach**.

Among the 5,150 teachers reoreeented

in this health inquiry we^e 4,300 women and

50 men.

They

ranged in age from less than 20 to more than 60 years; the
average age being 38*8 yearts.

The

roup was almost e ually

divided os to kindergarten and elementary teachers or the one
hand and junior high and uenior high school te chers on the other.

12.

el fare olr the Teacher, United States
Rogers, James F . . Th<
Department of the In Lorior, Off2Lee of ducation, bulletin,
1934, bo. 4. 'ashing' t n: Government Pri tin; Office, 1934.

13.

National Education
Ye rbook, 1938.

^ss ociaticn. Fit to Teach, Ninth

12

Only 1 per cent of the gr:mp had lose than a year of professional
training beyond the high sqhacl; nearly half had more than 4
years of ^avanocd study.

Ifhe averagje length of teaching

■r
experience reported was 1CV: years npd 10.6 years at the present
grade level.

Only 9 per pant of those re orting had taught

f wer than 5 years.

Threo-jfourths of the women teachers and a

little less than one-fifth of the men were si pie; 17*4 per
cent of the women and

per cent pf the men were married,

average annual incomes wehe
for the men.

1756 for wo en teachers; $207C

All major g#orra~>hic regions in the United States

were represented, the smallest sampling co ling from the South
Central states with 146 replies and $he largest from the North
Central states with lbOO.
Generalizing, as a wliojLe, one wejiuld come to the do. elusion
that at least one-fourth df the teachers surveyed enjoyed
excellent health.

More significant tjhan this, however, is tine

fact that, according to all those reporting, about 15 to 20
por cent of the teachers lack the kind of vigorous health
necessary for r- gular and effective Classroom work.
Per ect attendance records were slightly more numerous
among teachers beyond 30 years of age than among those under 30.
Analysis by rrade level r e g a l e d a larg r proportion of high
school teachers than of kindergarten and elementary teachers
with perfect attendance,

rather pronounced differences were

13

found between the absence records of married and single te chers.
The records of married min and single women were noticeably
better than those of sInfife men and married vfO' en.
As a means of discovering the types of Illness against
which teachers should be on guard, teachers were asked to
indicate the disease or 4l3orders which, during the preceding
five years, h- d made It necessary for them to seek a pbysioians
care*

Of the 5100 teaoharlB participating, 3096, or

bout

60 per cent, had been tr^afed for one or more diseases during
the five year period*
frequency are:

The top ten diseases listed In order of

grippe, operations, laryngitis, low blood

pressure, tonsill! Is, monstrual disorders, anemia, bronchitis,
-ism.
Among the 5,150 teachers reporting, 226 or approxl ately
4 per cent, had bean refused life insurance because of some
health de eot.
Another more recent study of teacher health was completed
In 1951 by F.G* Rhodes, Submitted ns a Doctor's Thesis at
Stanford University, ent .tied "Health Problems of Classroom
Teachers M .

14.

£f Cl^aroc.,, > ,:.,. ;roi
Rhodes, F.G., Health
Thesis, Department of Education,
Unpublished Doctor*
Stanford University 1951*

14

Rhodes submitted a qhelstlon alre to 700 teachers enrolled
In the summer sessions of Stanford University and San Jose
State College in order to discover their co dlticn of health,
Its relationship to enjoyment of teaching, the factors In
school environment considered detrimental to health by the
teachers themselves and tie relations ip of those factors to
enjoyment of teaching.
There were 430 usahli replies, *21 from men and 209 from
women.

The average age of the group was about 36 years; the

men averaged about 33 year's of age and the wo en slightly over
40.

Of the men, 183 were married and 38 were single; of the

women, 72 were married anil 137 were s' gle.

The men had about

two years of training beyci
women less than two years.

The men earned an average of

13711.38 a year and the wc en (3405.17.
Over

>9 per cent of t h<9 men and 77 per cent of the wo en

rated their health as "gocd
increase in the proportlo;

or "excellent".

There was so e

of those in poorer health in older

age groups, but the renils s s owed 13[ttle change between the
ages of 30 and 60 years

Alrno t 26 per co t of the unmarried

women teachers rated their health as "poor" or “fair “ .

Those

with more college training enjoyed more abundant health, than
those with less, and the teachers In r-eco dary ■chools were
slightly more likely to rate their health
"excel lent" than thone

o "good" or

elementary schools,

lb

The 430 teachers reported a total of 2121 health disorders.
Those that ranked the higlfie ?t In order of frequency of mention
were:

colds, sore throat

lead-che, nervousness, backache,

more tired In the morning tian

it night, difficulty In sleeping,

constipation, ©ye trouble and skin eruptions.
The teachers re orted a total of 232 disordern serious
enough to require a doctor's care during the five years
preceding the study.

The leading disorder was ane ia, followed

by hay fever, akin disorders, and allegies.
retorted tuberculosis and

Only 3 te chore

reported cancer, but with no

recurrence of symptoms afhelr surgery.

"Excellent” health

ratings were associated wltjh higher than average salaries and
job protection.
ave

Those wh<j> had "excellent” health earned an

ge of #3 ,813 a year, while those who reported "poor health”

earned an aver re of |3304 a year,

©f the teachers In "excellent

health, 53 per cent enjoyoq the protection of tenure; fe-er of
those in "good” and * air
those i

health had such protection; but of

"poor" health o ly 14 per cent h d tenure protection.

Higher t:an average salaries and job protection were associated
with e jo ment of teaching.
The schools did little to protect the health of teachers.
Ftorty per cer.t of the teauhers who reported said that they had
not had a he-lth exa in tIon before taking their present
positions; only 17 per cent said that their school syste s
provided for a health exaskin tlon after several days of

16

Gontlnous absence, only 2" per cent could seek first aid
treatment at the school bui Idinrs, apd only 7 per ce t could
pet

edlcal advice and tr*a t ent by n doctor at school or

through the school system
Under 26 per cent of
granted sabbatical leaves

.he teachers taught in systems that
for travel, study, or rest.

The

teachers felt that a dalli free purled during which they could
attend to school matters ns ide from classroom teaching was
Important to health, but 62 ner cent had no such period.
The teachers reported 1110 conditions believed to be
injurious to health as pro ©nt In their school bulldi:

a.

The conditions reported l^c luded the foilowl g, arranged In
order of frequency of men^ Ipns

improper lighting, lack of

comfortable rest rooms, urtsuitable furniture or equipment,
noise outside the classrotfr , dust in the room, 1 ck of drinking
water dispensed 1

a sanih ajry and convenient manner, lack of

a warm noon lunch, defect: ve ventilation, and lack of
sufficient or sanitary tojl et

c 11 H i e ” for teachers*

17

M A S T E R II
THE HEALTH STATUS OF PEACHERS
f ects
Health is raore than
an abundance of life.

Teacher jTLlnesB
Frfeedom fro® serious disorders, it is

Health and fitness mean, sufficient

vitality and power for th« excellent

erformanoe of the tasks

one Is doing or those which may be demanded of him.
According to a statistical survey made by the research
division of The National

ducat Ion Association,’1' more t a n

300,000 pupils were taught by substitute teachers dally during
the 1940 school year.

School work is serio-i sly interrupted,

of course, because substitute teachers, however efficient,
seldom can carry on in the same manner as the regular teacher.
In so e cases work is laic, aside until the regular teacher
returns a d

the children Are riven "busy-work".

serious educational as well as econo sic loss.

There Is a

Many of the

teachers whose places are toiing filled each day b

substitutes

lone either the whole day*s wages, or whatever pert of that
amount must be paid to the Substitute teacher.
casec, there 1. no poreo j l

In other

loss of salary to the teachers who

are ill, but the school dls ,rict pays substitutes.

In either

event, the sickness is costly, even vfithout Including doctor and
hospital bills.

During t'le 1938 school year sore 285*000

teachers were absent one hr more days because of illness;

1.

national Education Aseo elation of the United States,
Department of Cl&ssroqm Teachers, "it To Teach. ninth
Yearbook, Washington:
938, p.l.

--------- --------

-—

----- --------- ------------- \
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they lost tine totaling no less than. 2,0 0,000 days,
Many teachers fail ti maintain health and fitness through
Intelligent and conscientious effort.

They are wasteful, and

neglect, the resources than are of value to then and society,
It is agreed that the hea th and fitness of teachers are
sometimes beyond the powers of personal control; however, an
impressive number of teachers live well 'elow the level of health
and fitness attainable.

Undoubtedly, teachers are missing a real

margin of possible succesn isuad satisfaction beoause they are not
living nearer to the peak of their optimum health level.
Physical fitness is
It is not the main, goal oj

ortant, but it Is not everything*
Life or of education.

It is not

alvrays immediately essentia!1 to that which is finest in mind,
personality, and character

Many of the great men and women of

history have accomplished deeds of immortal distinction in spite
of pain aid p ysical disability*

Therefore, nothing in such

lives can be Interpreted 3n defense or praise of weakness, or
unfitness.

It should he c onceded that fitness of health is

fundamental for completes* se and the best of life.
The previous paragraphs have briefly described th© health
problems of teachers and should not be taken to mean that
teachers a e subject to an unusual number of health disorders.

2*

Ibid*, p. 1.
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Teachers are absent from qu'by less often because of Illness than
is true of workers In most other occupations and professions.--'
There is no evidence that teachers, more than others, fail to
attain fully their own beat health possibilities.

This

favorable comparison with other groups, does not in any way
lessen the need for better

eacher health.

A sound program of

teacher health must be concerned with:
1.

Developing and oo---serving. the good health which
teachers enjoy.

2.

Reducing the amount of ill health among teachers.
Characterintlp^ of a Healthy ioi-ao

’*Sound health is not merely the iteration of ill:

it is a

medium through which alone we can gain acce s to many invaluable
blessings.

It enhances evfejy pleasure, and is indispensable to

the full performance of almost every d ty.

It Is the prime

instrument for the p e r f o r m s ce of all the labors of life.

h4

The healthy teacher p^dsecses an Invaluable capital of
vigor which manifests Itself In energy and vitality, adequate
for the ordinary and, within reasonable limits, the emergency
needs of the individual.
The healthy teacher learns to do unattractive and monotonous
tasks with cheerful patience, and even enthusiasm, in
anticipation of the eatisif ctlon and Consciousness of success
that cones of completing etto|h tasks ii a creditable manner.

3*

Ibid* f p* 2e

^•

Ibid *f p# 1 e
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The teacher in good health enjoys sooial contact with others,
with ca- pan ions contemporary in age and with older and younger
persons.
The healthy teacher

characterized by intellectual honesty

as well as moral honesty; tbaits whiOh overlap and closely
dovetail but are not identical or synonymous.

He plays the game

fairly, with intense purpose and effort to do his best in
individual and in cooperative or -roiirp interest.
teacher faoes facts and reality in
manner.

The healthy

objective, i personal

He is willing to rscognize his mistakes and faults as

\*ell as those of others*
The healthy teacher ifust be free from all remediable defeote
and handicaps whether these are physical, mental, social,
emotional, or ethical*

Seme can be connected by others:

i*e.,

defects of visions, heariig and teeth, or bodily defects requir
ing medical and surgical procedures*

However, defects of

speech, posture, faults of mental and emotional nature, and those
of social behaviour, character, and ^rsonality, require the
active Interest and deterr ified effort of the person affected as
well as the treatment and advice of the professional health
counselor*
There are three idead br standards of personal health
for the individual
1.

5*

Health Ideal*
The type of health whioh is perfect,
and everyone would like to have*
This, it seems
Is never wholly attainable*

Ibid., p. 5*
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2*

Health actual*
The health that one actually
possesses,
this is often far below that which is
possible add practicable for the individual.

3*

Health atthipable.
The health that one might have
with the letowl edge» appreciation, and realization
of health that are reasonably available for the
Individual

Good health Is known in a general way by teachers as well
as by mo t peonle.

However, a great many teachers as well as

others, do not appreciate fully the advantages which good health
brings to them professionally, eco tjj ically, and in co fort and
satisfaction.

They do ndt realize how many conditions of ill

health handicap them and detract o ten In serious degrees their
efficiency, success or happiness.

$n ey are unaware of the great

cost to then, both in mo ie|y and in leore Important values, of
Illnesses, injuries and disabilities that might be pax-tlally or
wholly prevented.
Teae er health and It.a effects upon school chil
caching.

ea is far

The Justification w Ich ferman° gave for his pioneer

book in this field was tiat the health of the school child is
so intricately related t|o the health of the teacher that for the
sake of the child it is

matter of first importance to keep

teachers at the highest possible ldvel of physical, mental and
moral fitness.

6.

Ter an, Lewis M * , The Te richer *s Health. Boston: Houghton
Mifflin Co., 1913, pT Tir.
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Th© exact degree of idfluence on children of the physical,
mental, and emotional health of teachers cannot be generally
deter 1 od.

It In

r od, however, that there are direct and

far reaching influences, both positive and negative, in character
and personality.

Nearly ill would agree with Leonard that "the

ideal teacher must be a wholesomely balanced individual,
possessed of physical* mental and moral health'
Any Impairment in p'

7

*cal health on the part of the teacher

is likely to have unfortunate consequences when disorders are
communicable.

Special precautions

rticularly Important

in preve ting the spread of colds r $ tuberculosis.

Too rm y

teachers attend school with Incipient colds, or even with a cold
which has reduced their t«»aehi ig efficiency greatly.
Over console tlouaness , and laefc of provisions for sick
leave are leading drawbacks

Some teachers feel they cannot be

spared fron their claasroc a, i*hile others ea not afford to lose
a :y part of t’elr inadequate salary.
Tubeiajulosis is especially dangerous, In the absence of
thorough health e a I

t'c s.

The dfsear,© may eri t in contagious

form for a co eidorable period of tire wit1 out being detected*
Reference is made here to t e German

chool Case."*

7*

Leonard, Edith M. , "The Perse ality of the Teacher",
.cho'- l h oard Journal. 9 ? : 4 2 - 4 3 , November, 1 9 3 6 .

American

8.

"Infection of chool dhBLldren by a Tuberculosis Teacher",
hehoc1 and hoolcty. 43 : 761-6.2, June 6, 1936.
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Upon discovery that the teacher of a certain clans had tubereulosls, a chock showed that four-fifth* of the pupils had contracted
the disease.

Prove tl

the spread of tuberculosis, colds,

and all other communicable diseases is, therefore, an important
objective of those Interested in better health for teachers.
of poor health is the a option of low
health standards, poor health attitudes, and habits by the
teacher.

These are reflected dally in>o

literally live with the tdaoher.

the pupils who

Thi'ouph educational studies, we

know it is true that young people Imitate, adopt mannerlane,
and acquire Ideals from trio ne with w rom they associate or in
so o canes Idclli e.

It is

therefore, important that teacher's

health should reflect the value of cdrre ct health practices.
Teacher Health. A

t

tier of public Concern

Teachers contribute essentially to the well-being of millions
of children directly and to the entire population Indirectly.
The promotion of teacher he?1th, which so largely determines
the scope and quality of ti4lr work, Is an Important social
responsibility.

As a matter of self- itereet, each community

and state should provide ifsi teachers with social and economic
protection and other healtl

safeguards.

There is a serious 1 ass to the community caused b

poor

health among teachers; lo 3«i duo to both non-productiveness and
to poor quality of work
is wise to promote teache

iron a plain buol ess sta idpoi t, it
healt: in every possible way*

Communities and scho t>X boards are wise when they provide
generously for the health a d

hap :lnesa of teaehers*

When

communities safeguard the Interests of teachers and pupils by
provisions such as sanitary building®, adequate grounds, a
hygienic curriculum, perl5cic and effective invostigatiorxs of t e
;, a proper return o
health status of teachers and purlin,

the

investment made is more 1 holy to be realized.
The Itej^th of Teaghsra
The belief was rather widespread once, and still is hold by
many people, that school

teachers ar# a group of weaklings

subject to an unusually lu r , e number of health disorders.

To

them, the typical teacher Is a person naturally frail, who itays
indoors as much as posslhle , ignores health rules, and soon
becomes dyspeptic, irritab 10, and prematurely old*
another group looks upon

Still

.etching as a highly favored position

and su noses that teachers are unusually healthy*

They point

out with undisguised onvy to the five or six hour period in
the classroom, supnosing

hat to be the teacher's working day,

to the free Saturday, and to ti e long sum er vacation of the
"fortu ate" teacher*
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Throughout the y e a r s , authors have repeatedly placed In
literature disparaging remarks about teachers, portraying them
as a breed apart from the ' rest of
regarded teachers and have caused
unhealthy lot, not partic IULarly e
constantly teetering on 1 3 brink
•h
physical illness. Many c10 script!
such as, in Dorothy Ca field Fisher's, The Bent Tw i g ,

which

described the teacher, Mlsp Miller, as "a severe woman, with
her pathetic face and starved, flat body."

The school

principal was seen in th0 story as 'stooping and hollow-chested."
In Oliver Wendell Hdl^es' novel, Elsie Vejner,10 may be
found the teacher, Master Weeks, as "a slender youth from a
country college, underfed, thin blooded, sloping shouldered,
knock-kneed, straight haired, weak-bearded, wide puplled, half
colored;

a common type an<pugh in indoor races---

Most everyone is fa iliar with. Ichabod Crane, Washington
Irving's well-known schoolmaster in the Le end of Sleepy Hollow,11
who vras "tall, but exce editugly lank, with narrow shoulders,
long arms and legs, hands that dangled a mile out of his
*
sleeves---."1

9*

Fisher, Dorot’y Canfield, The Bent Tw i g , New York, Grosset
and Dunlap, 1915, P» 95♦

10.

Holmes, Oliver /endell* Elsie Venaer, Bostons Houghton
Mifflin Co., 1889, p. 52.

11.

Irving, Washington, "Tipe Legend of Sleepy Hollow", The Sketch
Book, New York: Cooperative Publishing Society, 1819, p'l 3 oo.
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Those teacher stere oftypes, although not as common as they
once were, nevertheless re ain in the minds of many.
the health status of tea eh<^ra?
suffer?

What is

v/hat health difficulties do they

Do they enjoy t QB.<thlig?

This chapter is 1 rgely

concerned with those que s t ions and tihe discussion is based
primarily upon the rerlls s

of the teachers who participated

in this study.
The general health 8tatus of t ho 1 3 0 teachers who replied
to this study was self ra t^d accord ing to the following
categories:

’’chronic ill health," "*low vitality", "fair health",

"good health", and "exco 11 ent health"
The gathered data d is <j;losed tihife 9 3*7 per cent of the
group rated their health as "excell eh't" or "good" while 6 *3
per cent Indicated their health was " a i r " or "poor".

(See

Table I, page 27 )•
The "excellent" heal th group consisted of 56 teachers or
45.3 per ce t of trie tota

nunher.

The status most often

indicated was the catego ry t "good" health, which was checked by

62 men and women and cons i^ted of 40.4 per ce t of all the
partlclpa _ s.

Six teache rn or 4.7 per ce t rated their health

as "fair" while the co

Ined lowest group, "poor" health, had

2 cases and totalled 1 . 6 per cent of the e tire group.

As the two lowest catego riea contained so few cares it was
deemed more feasible to co bine them under the one heading,
"poor health", in order to handle the data r ore adequately.
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TABLE I
HEALTH STi TJS AC 8ELIH■RATED BY
THE PARI itJIPATING lifc/iGHERS

Per cent of
Teachers

Hum];
fiber of
Teachers

Health Status

Excellent health

53

45.3

Good health

62

46.4

Fair health

6

4.7

Poor health

2

1.6

Total

1 0 0 .0

lair

The health ratings were analyzed o

the basis of several

criteria in order to gain a more comprehensive understanding
of the teacher’s state oft health.

The re lies were co aidered

with regard to such factors as sex, marital status, teaching
in a rural or urban con unity, amount of training beyond
graduation, salary and

rade level.

£S&
Only four women toadhers we e surveyed in thin study.
Their self rating on healjth was as follows*
tvro good and one no or.

one excellent,

This sampling was so inadequate that

no significant or cciclu*ive ovldenoe can be derived.
Approximately four out of every five men indicated their health
classification as "good" or “excellent’'.

Marital Statuj
p
The evidence gathered in the study dinclosod a wide
divergence within, as wel{L an between, the groups when the
healts of the teachers wap reviewed &n the basis of marital
status.
Married teachers rated their health more highly than did
those w o were single.

Of the grou*:

f men and wo e . w ’ o were

married, 84.6 per cent

ahed their health as '’excellent or good"

while 76.4 per cent of tho unmarried men and wo en considered
their status to be in the ujpper two health categories.

Over

20 per cent of the unmarr:.ed teachers rated their health as
"fair or poor" oo oared to 15*4 per cent of the married teachers*
tI
able

ii

MARITAL STATUS OF PARTICIPiiTI G TEACHERS

Men

Women
Marital Status

M

l

U r

=„*

Humber

Per cent

+•
Single

4

Married

0
Total

4

1 0 0 .0

1 0 0 .0

14

11.1

112

,o.9

12 6

1 0 0 .0
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An Interestinp atudj py M a s o n , w h o

InvestIfated 700

single and married teachs re, oonolud ed that th© single teachers
vere more subject to raentai Ills thsjn the married ones and that
th© unmarrl 'd female teac hfers had a 20 per oent higher incidence
of mental Illness than th © unmarrl‘d male.

£2

SlzO Of

Approximately 2 out of every 3 teachers were employed
In villages less t an 2 ,5 Op#

(See Table III, page 29)*

The health status of the teachs s was not affected greatly
by the size of the teachi rp: oommunit y.

There was an indication

however, that the teacher s in the aheas of less than 2 ,5 0 0
population enjoyed a grea ter amount of health*
TABLE III
SIZE 0 T THE COMMON ITIES

Oommunltlea
City of 10,000 or over

!
Number

Per cent

22

16.9

Town of 2,500-5,000

11.7
15

Village less than 2,500

88

67*6

5

3*8

*30

1 0 0 .0

^ural

1—
Total

u __________

12.

Study of Seven Hundred Maladjusted
:laser-, Fr-ricls V.,
school Teachers". Menial Hygiene. Vol. 15. (July. 1931).
pp, 576-99*
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Training Beyond High school Graduation
The data revealed that the teachers who had the greatest
amount of college training beyond high school graduation also
had the highest health ratinge.

This may signify that those

teachers who enjoy abundant health are more desirous and better
able to take on the extra load of pOst-graduate schooling.
(See Table V, page 31)*
Of the entire group of teachers studied, 130, 91*5 per cent
indicated that they had taken over ffour years training beyond
high school.
’?ABLE IV
b e y o n d h i g h 3C h o c l o f
A: CIJ :T OF SCHOOL
number a h d per cent
THE PARTICIPATING W l c h e r s b y [

Men

tf<>men
Number

Training

Per cenjt

0

0

1 year

0

0

2 years

1

4 years

Less than 1

More than 4

year

years

Total

-

Number

Per cent

1

.8

0

0

25*0

0

0

1

25*0

8

6.35

2

5 0 .0

117

92. b5

1 0 0 .0

126

1 0 0 .0

TABLE V
THE HEALTH STATUS OF THE PARTICIPATIHG TEACHERS
ACCORDING TO THEIR TRAINING BEYOND HIGH SCHOOL

________ Number of Teachers_________

________ Per Cent of Teachers

_____ Women_______________ Men________

_____ Women_______________ Men

Health Statue
4
Years

Over 4
Years

4
Years

Over 4
Year 8

4
Years

Excellent Health

1

-

6

53

Good Health

0

2

3

56

Fair-Poor Health

1

•

0

7

50.0

2

2

9

116

100.0

Total

50.0
0

4
Years

Over 4
Years

-

66.7

45.6

100.0

33.3

48.1

Over 4
Years

•

100.0

100.0

6.3
100.0
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^

Teaching Lgvel and :xt>or-:'c ice
The level of teac ink for both men and women ws.s predominantly
on the secondary level.

A breakdown of the figures disclosed

that 9*23 per cent of the group were elementary teachers; while
the

e ai 1 g 90*7? per cent taught La secondary schools.

Of the

men, 8.73 per cent taug t 3|n elementary schools, while 91*27
per cent were secondary teachers.

A further breakdown of figures

according to the three health-status groups revealed that those
who taught on the secondary level enjoyed slightly higher health
ratings than those who were employed In the elementary schools.
(See Table VII, page 34)*
TABLE VI
SCHOOL LEVELS OF THE PARTICIPATING TEACHERS

School Level

Numbe

I

Ken

en
Per cent

Number

Per cent

Elementary

1

25*0

11

6.73

Secondary

3

75.0

115

91.27

10C.0

126

Total

100.0
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Salaries
The avo
per year.

-e salary f sr the erit!

group was

4,474*77

The wo o . ea rnacj |4,0l>0 annually which was

approxl ately

85*56 more tjhan the

iount earned by the men who

3,994.44.

received, on the average,

It should be noted here

that the sampling of worneh was very email.

The average salary

for the women was considerably boosted by £5,600 mentioned by
one Alaskan female teachei*.
by the group characterized the marked

The salaries earne

In of paying men and wo ea equally on

trend toward the or i d

the basis of their qualif ciatloi s.
Educrtlo al Research"^

l h £ Encyclopedia of

stnt,|ed that about three-fourths of the

larger city sohool system^ provide equal pay regardless of the
sex of the teacher.

mSKM • -p
The following co posit© description of the participating
teachers la this study could be drawn.
was e

The man was married,

loyed chiefly In villages of ires t a

2 ,5 0 0 po ulati

.

He taught on the secondary level, had more than four years of
training beyond high schorl, and earned an annual salary of
03,994.44
The participating wo en of which there were Just four, taught
on the secondary level in tarban areas.

Their college training

was more than four yearn beford high school.
ye
14*

-ly salary of

oy ear-red a

4,080*

Mo roe, alter S . , (Ed*), E tcyclorcdla or duc tio al
lose, r-cf-, New York:
Eaemillan Co., 19' 0, p. 1072.

TABLE VII
THE HEALTH STATUS OF THE PARTICIPATIH G TEACHERS
ACCORDING TO THEIR LEVEL OF TEACHING

Elem. Per Cent

Second. Per Cent

-_______ 1

Excellent Health

-

Good Health

-

Fair-Poor Health

1

10 0 .0

1

100.0

Total

Hen

Women

Health Statue

3

3

Elem. Per Cent

Sec nd* Per Cent

33.3

5__

45.5

n ___

47.0

66.7

5

45.5

54

48.0

-

1

9.0

6

5.0

1 0 0 .0

Ur

1 0 0 .0

113

1 0 0 .0
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CHAPTER III

■

EVALUATING THE HEALTH HABITS OF TEACHERS
Alertness, an importlaiit criterion of physical and mental
fitness, is a pri e requl|si te for effective teaching.

It

suggests abundant energy, {£ood emotional control, and
Intellectual keenness.

tii* maintenance of both physical and

mental alertness should rjepeive the dally attention of
teachers.

Many people take health for granted.

Hygienic

practices are often neglected until health is so Impaired
that the Individual is fotrced to make health an end in itself.
It would be better to givje proper attention to health at all
times, to conserve and prje|ent, rather t'an to rebuild and
correct.
The cultivation and maintenance of health among teachers
must be recognized as a ciocjsreratlve task.

Health la advanced

or retarded, as the case may be, by such a wide variety of
factors that responsibility in a y ejffective teacher health
program must be shared byt many perso s and agencies.

As i.oss

point8 out:
No teacher can consistently blame the school or school
district in which she teaches for her poor health
as long as she fails to observe co aon rules of
personal hygienje. Her first responsibility is to
form and keep dfeslrable personal health habits.1

1.

Moss, Bernice, "The Teacher's Health” , Alabama school
Journal, 53*12, November, 1935«
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Practices Pay Off
Personal en joyment.

foremost ajnonp the rewards of correct

health practices is the a icjed satisfaction which one derives
from living at his own highest attainable level of zestful
good health.

The difference In personal enjoyment and

reedom

from discomfort on the part of healthy and unhealt y Individuals
is so

reat that no other Incentive to good health habits

should be needed.
Eco .o ic returns.

Good health ^lso Is an economic asset

of first Importance, for Lnjy serious Impairment of health
Interrupts earning power nnjd may require a considerable
expenditure for doctor's services, hospital bills, or other
forms of treatment and care.

The annual cost of medical care

for all the people In the Ulnlted States a; ounts to tremendous
expenditures.
figure.

The wage ldsp alone, presents a staggering

This in Itself, ^ ould be reason enough why every

Individual, including tcachkrs, s lOUld observe health rules
carefully.
Professional success.
teacher is rewarded for gd
greater success in teachirg

Another dividend with which a
personal health practices is a
h«ja]
Good health
helps a teacher to

accomplish more work In th e classroo , to attain a higher
level of scholarship, and tp engage niore effectively in
professional activities of all kinds.

Furthermore, it is one

of the important functions Of teachers to teach pupils how to
care for themselves, not o iy by preoept, but also by example.
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Habits jhlch Teachers Consider Important
The fact that a great many teachers take too little
exercise

ust be recogniz|ep.

Such neglect is easy when one

works indoors at a task that requires a minimum of physical
exertion.

It In especially easy when such vocational activities

are supplemented only by the usual round of activities of city
dwellers.
Many of the teachers who are in the physical education field
or coaching feel that the activities and sports program of the
school year provides maxltm^n outlet for needed healthful
exercise.
Regularity in all habits is an Important health foundation
Teachers who have regularity and orderliness in their work find
it much easier to perform!*

Pride anjd reasonable degree of

success in one's work; pleasant associations with pupils,
-

patrons, other teachers, Supervisors, and ad. lnistrative
officers; and genuine satisfaction apd enjoyment in teaching are
essential to best physical bind mental health.

Generally these

conditions are subject to tlhe teacher’s own control, every
reasonable effort should pe| made to Establish a wholesome
working regime

TABLE VIII
HEALTH HABITS OT THE PARTIUIIPATING TEACHERS
ACCORDING Tfc> FREQUENCY OF MENTION

Health habits

Regularly

]per cent

=
—
—
Occasionally

Per cent

Systematic
Exercise

16

1 8 .0

28

12 .0

Dancing

17

19.0

65

2 7 .0

Swim lng

12

13.0

53

2 2 .0

3

3.0

24

10 .0

Golf

27

3 0 .0

37

15 .0

Hiking

15

3.7.°

33

14.0

90

1 0 0 .0

240

1 0 0 .0

Tennis

Total

|

Six teachers answering t\te
questionnaire did not pan* leirnte
in any form of activity.
____ _____ L
Physical rela ation
learn the need for, and

1

s very Important, teachers should

u ltlvate li .

Physical relaxation

moans an unloosing of te*'ts©, rigid A uscles and is obviously
impossible to attain compljetely except when the body is
recumbent.

Extremely helpful are bjrlef periods of rest and

relaxation during the day.

Teachers oho Id take full
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advantage of every o p r o r t m i t y for rost, even If such periods
Results of this study show that of the 1 3 0 teachers

are brief.
answering th

questionnaire* 46 had a free period during the

day, amounting to 3 5 • 5 per cent.
Lindeman 2 lists five wjays In which recreation is valuable*
1.
2.
3*
4.
5.

It calls into activity neglected portions of
one's body and mind.
It improves coordination by throwing the whole
body into action.
It prevents, and even eradicates, fatigue and
weariness due to inactivity and boredom.
It reduces the perso a Lity to normal, freeing it
from petty fears and dislikes, and from shyness,
manneris s, and other over-indulged peculiarities.
It has et! leal and social values, teaching fair
play and observance of the rules of the game in
activities which co bine cooperation and competition*

Williamson^ believes that many teachers are too selfish
for their own good; that they answer "yesH to far too many
requests that come to them instead df using the time for
needed recreatlo
A teacher acts wisely in arranging suitable periods
of rest and relaxation.
He occasionally ge ,s away
from the school atmosphere and enjoys a change of
scene and of pace.
Smart teachers i stlnctlvely shun
the company of the unfortunate who never can talk
anything but shop.
The interests of the teacher
are and should hie wider t'jian the classroom and
broader t1 an the school.
He e Joys the stimulus of
participation ini ma y aspects of living.
As bredth
of interest and a healthfpl rhythm of living develop,
the teacher flfcds that hife fresh activities stimulate
his development as a more vital and Interesting person2*

Lindeman, E.C., " Recreation fori Health building", Handbook
on Positive Health. (Edited by Leona L. Means.) New York:
Women’s Fou lation fop Health, 1 28, p. 139-41.

3*

Williamson, Grace, M ere You Irritable This horning?"
Alabama :>chool Journal» 54:9, January, 1937*
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There Is considerable evidence i'rom the study of the
questionnaire results that teachers itapreseoted did very
little along lines of phydlsal recreational activities
However, a very Important and oignif! .cant characteristic of
recreation is that, rec eatflon may b^i obtained in number&ble
ways.

It is almost wholly an indivl<$ual nr'tier.

In this

study the teachers were a$ked to lint their hobbles.

Out of

1 0 1 hobbies mentioned, hurting and fishing were the most
•ocular.

:

(See Table IX, p . o 41}•

hobbles mentioned;

A ong the u usual form of

dog training, wajtch repairing, oil

pal ;t1 fr,and horse train! •>
Evaluating Heal

T)lsorcler)r» Amo nr Teacher's

The 130 teachers who i|articipatted in this study re orted
a total of 166 health disorders which had been serious enough
to require a doctor’s care during the five years preceding
this study.
More teachers suffered from colds than a*-iy other single
disorder requiring the care of a doctor.

Dorr throat was

next, followed by h e a d a c h y and I dlgestio •

4#

Health Education, National Educiition Association, American
Nodical Association, (Edited by Charles C. Wilson, M.D.),
1943, p. 118.
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Eye trouble ranked fourth among the ailments requiring a
physician*a care.

One of tie cc

on belie s concerning

teaching Is that It Is conducive to 4ye trouble by the very
nature of Its work and may

e c nsldered* therefore, an

occupational health hazard for those who choose this profession.-^
This be ief Is not substantiated according to the data gathered

1.1 t ils study.5
TABLE IX
HOBBIES OF Till. PARTICIPA rii!G TEACHERS
ACCORDING Tp FREQUENCY OF MENTION

Frequency of mention

Hobbies

Per cent

Hunting

26

25.74

FiBhing

20

19. SO

Reading

16

17 .8 2

Photography

12

11.8 8

Gardening

6

5.94

Music

6

5.94

W o odwo rk ing- Sho pc ra f't

6

5.94

Model Aircraft

3

2.97

Leathervrork

2

1.98

Stamp Collecting

2

1.98

Total

10 1

10 0 .0

5. National Education Aesociatiea, Alt To Teach, op. clt.» p.36.
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One Instance of tuberauloslo vm b re sorted among the 1 3 0
teachers who participated 3l|n this st ady.
TABLE X
HEALTH DISORDE S OF THE PARTI PIPATING TEACHERS
AOCORDITIG TO Ij’REQUE'CY )F MENTION
............ ...... ....*...-!---- -- --Health disorders

Frequency o F mention
42
25
1 2
1 2

Colds
3ore throat
Indigestion
Headache
Eye trouble
Nervousness
Leg and feet pains
Backache
Abdominal pain
Ear trouble
Heart trouble
Si:in eruptions
Toothache
Persistent cough
Sleeplessness
Ulcers
Rapid fatigue
Sinus
Dizziness
Pneunonla
Anemia

3
3

7
7
5
3
3
i3

3
2
2
2

2 7 .0
16.4

6 .0
6 .0
5 .0
5.0
4.4
4.4
4.0
3.1
3.1
3.1

I
L
L

2 .0
1.2
1.2
1.2
1.2
.6
.6
.6
.6

1513

10C.0

2

\I

Total

Per cent

Mental and Physical i:cal:h
Mental and physical health are b o closely related that
in the words of Fenton.6 «
"no valid line of separation should
b© drawn between mental and physical hygiene hy the
professional worker."
"Mental health" or "b±»tal hygiene" is a relatively new
terra.

It's earlier concepts were centered around problems

of the mentally ill.

At the present time, however, this

concept has positive neaping.

Instco.

of improvement of the

mentally diseased, mental health ha« core to mean direction
toward helping individuals to deal vlth thelr environment so
that they can

e handler and more able to adjust to their

surroundin s.

Mental health characterises the ability to

absorb frustrations and disappointments without compensating
action that leads to dis U

ss and serious conflict.

The report of the Joint Committee on Health Problems of
Education of the National [Education

Association and the

American Medical Association stated this clearly when it
declared thats

u

its broadest sense has C' c to mean
Mental health
the measure of a person* o ability to shape hlo
environ:rent, to ad ust to life as he has to face it,
and to do so with, a reasonable amount of satisfaction,
success, efficiency and happiness.7

6.

Fenton, [orroan, Mental Hyglc.te j
chool P m c t i c e * Stanford,
California, Stanford" university Press, 194-2. p.5*

7.

Joint Cor. itt © on Health Problems i
ducatio of the
National Edueatlim Aerfoeiation and the American Medical
Association, mental Kv.rlene In the Class roc :, Chicago I
American 1 jdioal Association, 19^9, p. 9*
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According to all the considerations riven to the data in
this study, nervousness ddeC not ran^ high as a disorder found
among teachers, with only 8 or 5 per cent reporting difficulty
with this malady.

It was listed sixth a ong the ailrents

rated by the teachers who r^quir'cd a doctor’s care.

(See

Table X, page 42).
Gates**'' in his discussion of the* mental health of teachers,
concluded that "the adjustment problems of the unmarried
women are, of course, raorej difficult to solve than those of the
single man."

This statement cannot lie refuted because of the

small sampling 1

t L« study received from the women teachers.

The Third Whit© House Conference on Child Health and
Protection^ stated that the element most emphasised in mental
health was "adjustment"*
It is the adjustment that determines
*
the mature Individual and denotes hisi positive mental health.
Evidences of dissatisfaction on the part of teache s to
various aspects of their nope and school adjustment were
studied by Rhodes 8
*10

In relationship Ho four health status

groups, i.e., "excellent"* "good", "pair", and "poor".

8.

Gatos, Arthur I** Jer-$3Jld,
Gha 1 lraan, Robert
Tine Macmillan Co . , 15^ 9, P*

9*

White House Conferenc 0 , Prcl-i inury
Century Co., 1950, p. 465.

10

.

t sup I., MoConnel, T.R.* and
Psychology, Rev/ York:
:

Rhodes, F.G., op. clt., p. 8 6 .

’em onto. New York*
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Th© purpose of this waa to not© stay association between
these dissatisfactions, rela ,ed ad Juntjreent difficulties, and
the health status of the participants

The teachers 'were

asked to Indicate in the inquiry how well satisfied they were
with their living arrangements.

It v. s revealed that of the

400 replies, th© teachers were quite dissatisfied and felt that
the a r m igement was nearly intolerable.
Several significant n n lings were disclosed from Rhodes *
study:
Approximately 1G pier cent o:‘ the group whose health
status was noted as "poor" ;indicated a great deal of
dissatisfaction wifth their residence arrangements
those whose health status
e oared to 1 0 * 8 per e
teachers who had an
was rated as "go
Of t
.7 per cent revealed
rating,
"excellent" heal
unsatisfactory 1 Vlng CO’ di ions*
The data dlsclo d that a n aber of teachers were
1 ip assig unonts.
Co: o
dissatisfied wit t' eir tea
i the subjects taught,
regarded with di 0 sjatisfact
s the graft© level of teaching or
With others, it
with w 'Of! t ey worked. A few
th© type of pupi
that ttejr were dissatisfied with
teachers indiet rif 0 ! C ' ■
■
\t«
all the asnects
«
U^ "poor" t,A
n 14
the
health
status
Over 20 per cent of
t ose *L +
group wore dissatisfied wit the subject they were
?r cent of those whose
teaching oo mrefi to 30*7
id to the 15*6 per cent
health was rated
"fair"
Of th© teach n whose
of the "good" health group,
health rating wap "excel le: 1, 6.4 nr e t * .dice-ted
that they vrero quite dissatt .sfied with the subject
they were teaching*
Dissatisfaction with the redo level of teac i ig was
evi enced by 3G*4 per cent of the 'boor" health status
group, 19 * 3 per cent of those rated 1
"fair " health,
1 9 * 5 per cent of the "good" health statue group, and
14.2 per cent of those in the health group who had
an "excellent " rating.
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More teachers ei
concerning the
than any other
health status
Its members man)
of pupils whom
The percentage
vexation Increaj
downward from |
whose health sf
revealed their
their teaching
cent of those
and 46.1 per
vras rated as

sssed fe ling of dlseonte t ent
of pup Is with whon they worked
ingle gri
,ce. The group whose
3 "oxcell t" h d 2 2 .6 ner ce it of
'jest dicoa Isfaction with the type
Key taught In the classroo . H
teacher’s who Indicated this
id as the
alth ratings ranged
"poor". Of those
^cellent"
5us was ral 1 "good", 29 *2 per cent
issatlsfac ,ion with this aspect of
islgnmentB compared with 33*9 per
health status group
the "fa
of those Whose health status
>r".l2

Health Gtatus and the Enlicr

of yeachlnr

A significant question in this study was "Do you enjoy
teaching?"

An analysis of the question disclosed that 6 6 . 1

per cent of the group e joyed their work "very much" while
31.6 per cent felt that tt:ey e Jcye

teaching only "fairly

well" and 2 . 3 per cent v?etre "not particularly" enjoy
work of ten.©! lng.

(See Ta(bJ.e XI, pa fe 47).1

11.

Ibid., p. 86-17.

12.

Ibid., p.

.8 .

g the

T•ABLE XI
THE ENJOYMENT 01t TEACHING AS EXPRESSED
BY THE PAH HCIPATING EEACHERS

Humber of Teachers

Enjoyment of Teaching

Per cent

Very much

86

66.1

Fairly well

41

31.6

3

2.3

130

100.0

Not particularly
Total
---------------------------------------------- —

The question of teaching enjoyment was further examined
according to the relationship of the enjoyment derived by
the teachers and their health statue*

This was un ortaken in

order to obtain a more detailed assessment of the facts
disclosed in the study.
The touchers whose health status was "excellent” indicated
that 6 b .9 per cent of their members e joyed teaching "very
much".

The percentage of people who e Joyed teaching "very

much" dropped to Just 6545 per cent for those in the "good"
health group and to 62*5 per cent for those whose health
situs w s

ate 5 "poor".
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A aignifleant finding of the data w ioh was gathered In
the study shored that 31

per cent of the teachers apparently

did not e joy ter c l r or j>rly e joj^ed It

'fairly well'*.

These findings were further Imres t i n t e d according to the four
health groups established by the teachers themselves*
Those teachers with “excellent'

health

atl ; s h d 1.1

per cent of their member g who disliked teaching or o ly enjoyed
It H airly well" comparer' to 3-1 pel? cent of those whose health
status was "good” •
The study revealed that 62.5 po r cent of the teachers
In the "poor" health group were ob‘ ining “very much" enjoyment
from their present occurxitlo , whil$ 37• 5 per cent of the
teachers whose health stitius was “poor" indicated that they
liked teaching “fairly vmll".

do one i floated that t cy

did “not particularly'* cAito for teate .ing in the “poor" health

group*

(deo Table XII, p.

9) •
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TABLE XII
STATUS OF; THE PARTICIPATING
RELATION OF THE HEALT
TEACHERS AND THBil^ ESJOYMEn|T OF TEACHING

Teaching Enjoyment

:esilent
*alth

Good
H ealth

Fair-Poor
Health

Very much

08.9

65.5

62.5

Fairly well

$0.0

31.4

37.5

1.1

3.1

l<j)0.0

100.0

Hot especially
Total

0
1 0 0 .0

CHAPTER IV
THE SCHOOL EHVIRONMENT AMD THE Hjfc LTH OF THE TEACHERS
Not all of the major health problems originate in germs, or
food, or acci ental situatIona* Kan frequently creates his
omi problem by establishing an environment which In Itself
Is not conducive to good livings.1
ijchool Health Education
All the school factors which influence the health of
teachers may be considered as

art of’ the school envlro

out.

Ordinarily, the school enduronraent is considered to be those
aspects dealing with the xjhysieal features of the school plant
safety of the school building,
its design and construetiatt, the equipment within the clas rooms,
the hearing, the lighting* and ventilation of tho rooms,
offices, rest rooms and hallways are usually what Is co sidered
to be the school envlro raebt.

This cons 1 oration, however,

must also Include the area surrounding the school building
such as, the yard, the aesthetic, or lack of aesthetic beauty
of the landscaping, and such disorders as street noises, odors,
and factory smoke*
The school surroundinj #, while otartalnly Including the
aspects mentioned, encompass far more envlroi mental factors
that Influence the teacher's health and must be considered
as part of the school environment

1.

Oberteuffer, Delbert, school health Education. New York;
Harper and Brot era, 1*949, p. 21."*

Human relationships Uei weon teaiQhers and those with whom
they are associated, children with t!!|eir Individual
personalities and problems, other te;aohere with whom they w o r k ,
the custodian, the superv sory staff

the administrative

personnel, and associations with the members of the school
board are Identified with
the scho 1 envlro

and Inevitably become part of,

ent.

A healthful schcot plant fosters and protects the
health of each cf its ocoui»nts and, in a very real
sense, helps to deter ine every educational outco me.
We are what e are, and we think as we do, largely
because of what we see, hear, and respond to in the
eivlro 'ient aboijt us.
ad lighting Is to be deplored
because It causes eyestrain and because It results
in lowered reading efficiency.
Avoidance of sharp
contrasts In heat flag and a system of adequate
ventilation are ipnortant as-eots of a wholesome
envlro ment.
Adequate ventilation quickens lethargic
pupils and stopet fche downward plunge of the rate of
learning efficiency.
Educational growth of children
to the fullest potential cannot be achieved unless
every aspect of the physical envlro ment is so
controlled that it contrlbiites to the eo fort and
health of the
essio al staff.2
The purpose of 4t*a school plant is to provide the
physical faoilitji as for thd e due; 1 1.o ■a 1 p r o m m .
It is more than a shelter rora the weather and an
educational too
In fact the plant may by Its
very architecture and dealm teach children, to like
It ay tench
school or to be a fraId of (school.
children to be nou t, clean and healthy, or it may
have the opposite effect

2.

Health in o'tools. A.A.S.A., Twe itieth Yearbook, Washington,
D.G., 1951, p.
9.

3.

National Council o
Chpolhouse Conn ruction, Pla t Guide
Committee, Guide for yifrnnlnp. School Pla its. 19^9 Edition,
Nashville* p. 42*

School admlnlat
ors can help to promote the health
of the school s
f by bull .ding Improvements that are
tive tea« thing. Sound treated
conducive to of
rooms, frood ven* .ipLatlon, adequate heating, attractive
surroundin' -s , a
.tary lavatory facilities,
comfortable res
>ons, and desirable lunchroom
equipment are
ipbrtant actors to the health of
teachers Jurt a s t oy are to the health of puolls.4
chool Provisions for the TSaoher *.a Hearth
Health examInatio a •

Many of the states new require that

certain health standards risust be met by all applicants prior
to their teaching or prior to issuing a teaching certificate.
To protect the pupils and l i k e

school employees, it Is

desirable to require periodic examInatio a.

Adequate health

standards for entrance into teaching is one of the most
Important and most effective ways to improve teacher health.
Certification is an important ally tfe> careful selection, for
without it, perso al favoritism is apt to be rampant*

Before

state certification beeam£ common, e m m i s s i o s, superintendents
of schools, school boards, and other agencies vested with the
power to employ teachers veto seriously troubled by the
.1
pressure so commonly exerted by indiLiriduals or groups wishing
to have certain applicants appointed.

4.

Health in Jchooln, A.A.S.A., op. cit., p. 65*
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The certification of tjeaehers, cannot safely be based
exclusively on such factors as dlscik
Upline, ability to
Instruct, moral character , personality, scholarship, and
willingness to cooperate.

A health examination should be

considered highly important as one o f the tests of fitness
for entrance into teaching*
Although the people of the United States have been
backward in se ing up heajlth standards for teachers
certain European countries, they
as compared wl
are gradually becoming alejrt to this problem.
In
a few states health exarln&tions are required, or
statements based on a health examination must be
presented beforje teaching certificates are ranted*
Definite health! bequiremerts as a basis for certi
fication have been established in a little more than
half the states.
In many cases, however, the
regulations are quite superficial and the necessary
health examinations quite perfunctory in character.
The prevailing requirement is a health certificate,
from any licensed phys clifn, affirming that the
applicant is physically artd mentally co petent and
free from commi ilcable diseases and defects likely
Such a requirement
to interfere w: (teaching*
represents a c |m|Qendable first step in the use of
in teacher selection.
Its value
health stands:
on the integrity of the examining
depends not o
i thoroughness of his work, but
physician and|
also on his k m rlledge of the health qualities
iccess in teaching*5
essential for
Just 7*69 per cent <>f the teachers in this study i eported
that a health examination was required as a prerequisite for
entrance into the school system in tirhioh they were em loyed.

National education Association, Fit To Teach, op. clt.,
p. 242-246.

Conversely, this Impll d that approximately 92*31 per cent
of the group taught In a m n s where e:laminations were not
required of teachers new po the school system and that the
teacher selection was

>as0d, evidently, upon factors other

than the health of the tone her.
Further research dloplosed that 7 0 . 1 per cent of the
participants were required to take a nhynical examination by
the college they attended,
per cent of the teachers

It was aiso revealed that 57«1

II d not havjfe to take a physical

examination prior to taking teachers trai ;ing, and that u -on
graduation from college, 23 •3 pt-r cekt were given an
examination.

In co aiderLrg the que stion, "Were specific

courses required re ard ins health1** , it was found that 65*5
per cent had taken subjeo t matter re iated to the field of
health.

(See Table XIII, page 54)*
TABLE XIII
HEALTH r>E iUIRSi'i;ES SI?i THE VARIOUS COLLEG S
IPATIhG TEACHERS
AS REPORTED BY rrijE pa .r t i c :

Roqu ireraent s

Per cent of Teachers
Hequirod
Not Required

Physical examinations during
college life

70*1

29.9

Physical examination prior to
teacher training

42.9

57.1

2 3 .3

76*7

65*5

34.5

Specific courses

Englehorn,0 revealed lp his study of 121 midwest colleges
and universities that over j20 per cent do not require an
entrance examination for stludents.

<>nly 40 per cent of the

colleges required periodic health examinations.
examination, is re ui ed l^i 37*7 per

The senior

erit of the schools.

The

survey also showed a general lack of health training for
prospective teachers.

Thfe average nu

er of semester hours

of health required of all teacher trainees for the four year
degree avera ed below the three to fDur hours recommended
by the Third national Conference on Health In Colleges*
Cert1floatlor

th

-tandp da How In Use

The data collected through a survey of 1he s ate laws
reveals the majority of t|h4 states now have some type of
health re ulrcr ent for teacher certification.

For the

of these f\nd' : a certain terms e lould be dcfi cd*

urposeB

A "health

certificate" is a statement concern'jn ■ the Individual's health,
In moot instances lsou d by a physloian.
be preced"' by a physical axaml

tlon*

It may or may not
A "physical

examln tlon" or "health examination" Is a systematic effort by
a physician to discover ^nplplent op oxiotlrg physical and
mental disorders.

When ^ujoh an exacdr. tio

Is repeated at

I>rede-ter lned intervals, It Is k own as a "periodic physical

6*

Englehorn, Homer, "The Health Training Given Prospective
Teachers in Mid- estfexjn Colleges and Unlve oltlos."
Unpublished Easter's thesis, Deiartnent of Education,
University of north -Upkota, 1952, pp. 63-65*

examination*"

The term "^hjrsieal examination" less frequently

is used to oonnotate a special examination for the deteotion
of a specific infection such as tuberculosis*
Thirty-five states hhvb set up health standards for
individuals desirous of obtaining licenses to teach.

They

range from an indefinite requirement of "physical co petance"
to the specific requirement for a complete physical e :a i ation.
Arkansas, Colorado, Georgia, Kansas, Kentucky, Maine,
Michigan, New Hampshire,

York, North Dakota, South Dakota,

ifi soon sin, and ifyo ing do not requlr^ a: y health standards*
Arizona requires a ohest

Cray oi all certificates, while

California requires an JCr^yj every two years.

Idaho Insists

that its applicants must be free fro^t tuberculosis and given
an examination by a doctop in that siate.

The state of

Mississippi requires a heiljth certificate on a form
prescribed by the State Dbhartment of Education*

North and

South Carolina require a health certificate and failure to
register such a certificate Is punishable by law*

(See

Table XIV, page 58),
C rtificat.es in Indikrja, Nevada , and Pennsylvania must
state that the individual is free from infectious disease*
Laws in two states, Floridh and Maryland, require that teachers
must submit to physioal examinations at the time of
certification for teaching*
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Thirteen states have adopted laws requiring health
certification.

With the exception ojf Montana and

ost Virginia,

which authorize school boa: '<3s to ask (for certificates of

-en m l

good health, all the states are particularly Interested in
certification of freedom

rforn tuberculosis or other

communicable diseases.
Most states do not directly spe cify tfhat action will be
taken a-ainst those who djs not adequately meet the health
standards.
s ntes.

Spe cial legal provisions are nv de in o ly nine

Immediate resign stile

Is deftandod 1

Arizona;

affliction Is cause for cb^penslon or removal in Indiana,
Minnesota, few Jersey, Oh lq» South Carolina, horth Carolina,
and Te

eseee.

In Indiana. and

ovr Jersey, teachers on

contract are granted leaven of absence?.

In Pennsylvania the

teacher with tu erculosis dan teach only In a special school
presumably for tubercular Children.

The teaching certificate

can be revoked in West Virginia for any physical or mental
defect Interfere

with teaching ability♦
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, AfrLE XIV
HEALTH QUALIFICA TttONS FOR taTIFIGATIOH
IN THi: ARICUS SPATES

State

Health req'Uirements
for certlf: cation

Other related
provisions

Alabama

No specif10 regulations,
No teacher can be employed
who has TB In an
infectious stage.

Different counties
Bot forth their
own regulations.

Arizona

Chest Xray on all
certificates, persons
afflicted with TB not to be
employed, health examin
ation by Dr. re uired for
all school personnel.

If TB is discovered
an immediate
resignation is
required. A course
in "School and
Community Health"
is required.

Arkansas

lo requirertehts.

California

Examination by Dr.
Every two years an
Xray is required.

Colorado

No requirements.

Connecticut

Certificate? of good health,
freedom frbm disease or
defect. Examination by
Doctor

Delaware

Freedom f:rbraj disease or
defeot tha , bay interfere
with teach ng.

florlda

Free from ^amnunicabl0,
contagious and malignant
disease Etnjmlnation by Dr.
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TABlE XlV-cont

—

State

Health reap! rements
for certifi ca tion

Other related
provisions

Georgia

No requirements,

Some local
requirements.

Idaho

Applicant mu st be fref
from TB anil other
infectious d 1seasee,
examination by Dr. in
the state.

Examination 3
weeks prior to
application for
certificate.

Illinois

Health o©
required,
test, Uri

Indiana

Health certi flcate re quired,
freedom frpn drugs an^l must
be able bod led.

Out of state
applicants will be
examined by Dr.
designated by board.

Iowa

Physically competent,
morally fit, evidence of
physical and mental
stability.

Student health
service of the
teacher education
institution recom
mends applicant.

Kansas

No requirements.

Kentucky

No requirements.

Lou i sana

Annual health certificate
Indicating, freedom frpm
disease.

Maine
Maryland

ficat©
test, Kaljm
sis

All teachers and
Janitors must be
examined.

b requirements.
Complete examination And
report by A Dr. appointed
by State Board of Education.

School physician
may examine school
personnel at any
time he sees fit.
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TAB^E 1 XlV-oontu

.__ ___ -

.-.....-.Other related
provisions

State

Health re in3rements
for oertiflo at ion

Massachusetts

Satisfactory proof of
good health.

Michigan

No requirements.

Minnesota

Applicant must be fre &
from TB anfl. physlcall; j
competent.

Mississippi

Health certificate on
form required by the
State Department of
Eduoatlon.

Missouri

Certificate of good hj(ftalth.

Applies to Just
teachers.

Montana

Health cerjt3.fioate, f peedom from TCB and conta $ious
diseases.

Certificates revocable for
physical disability.

Nebraska

Sound ment&] . and
physical health.

Xray required within
6 months if positive
TB test.

fJevada

Health certificate.

State provides
regular form.

New Hampshire

No requirements.

New Jersey

Physlclnn* s statement
that the ajpi?1leant is
in good hoa! Lth.

May be in form or
a letter statement.

New Mexico

Certificate lndioatlnog
freedom froaa TB or
other disease.

All applicants for
new school positions
must apply.

New York

No requirements.

Certifioate may
b© suspended if
TB is developed*

TAH
ana XIY-cont
—

State

Health requirements
for certification
—

Other related
provisions

Ho. Carolina

Freedom from TB or
other disease.

Failure to file
health certificate
is a misdemeanor,
punishable by
imprisonment.

No. Dakota

;,o requirement.

Colleges certify
health of the
i individual.

Ohio

Local boardo may demand
certiflent® showing
statement of good health.

Contracting
communicable disease,
School board may
dismiss employees*

Oklahoma

Health certificate.

Orecon

Freedom from conam ;nic^ble
disease and TJ .

Bennsylvanla

Certificate of mental
and physical fitness.

Rhode Island

Certificate of good b>a 1th
and freedom from any
disease that may Inter fere
with teaching*

So. Car lina

Certificate stating fjreedom
from disease arid TB*

So. Dakota

No requirements.

Tennessee

Health certificate showing
satisfactory health, Xray
required annually.

Mobile Xray are good
for 1 year, other
health certificates
are good for 2 years.

Failure to get such
a certificate is
punishable by law*

Local boards may
d© and certificate
at any time.
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State

Health requirements
for certification

Other related
provisions

Toxaa

ho l e a l requirement.

Local boards
establish policies.

Utah

School law provides for
ho 1th exaj ioatlon for
teachers if required pry
local school boards*

New law being
considered.

Vermont

Health certificate.

Local boards have
disoreat1onary
powers•

Virginia

Reserves the right to ask
for a health certificate
but seldom exercises the
right *

Board regulations
which has the force
of the law.

Washington

Certificate of good health

West Virginia

Local boards may lega tly
require certificates Df good
health and] physical fl tne3s.

Wisconsin

No health

Wyoming

No health requirement B*

l|s

uirements

Certificates
revocable for any
physical, mental,
or moral defect.
School districts
may set up their
own requirements.
The coot of the
examination to be
paid by district.
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ffikarlgjl
A definite, well-estalilished sa3
iflary schedule was enjoyed
by only 23.7 per cent of the group*

These teachers inferred

that they were employed ia school systems which had minimum
starting salaries, and annual increments leading to a maximum
salary within a definite period of time*
The salaries of the teachers showed interestin' and
divergent results when they wore grouped acco ding to the three
health status categories.

(See Table XV, pa >o 63)*

l

■ABLE XV

AVERAGE YEARLY SALARY OF THE PARTICIPATING TEACHERS
a c c o r d i n g t o iiheir h e a l t h - s t a t u s g r o u p

3S~
Average Yearly salary

Health Status
Excellent health

>4,130.25

Good health

4.090.00

Shir or Poor health

3.845.00
—

The teachers whose health status was rated as “excellent”
.

reported an average a

ual income of

4,130.25* while t one

who so health ratings wo He “good*1 disclosed that they had earned
(4,098*00 for the same period of tine.

The participants whose

health were rated as "fairt" or "poor" earned

3*845*00.
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Another salary grouppirig was madp according to the teachers'
Indication of enjoyment of tone ling.

j

The purpose of this was

to note arxy pOGslble diGttLvjtctlons between the various
categories*

Th© results bf this

who onjoyed teaching "very

rouping disclosed that those

'uch" earjned £3,969*00 per year

while those who e iJoyed teac log or
4,040.00 as their yearly salary.

"fairly well" received
le teacher from the state

of California w o earns a yearly salary of

10,000.00 per year

Increased considerably tbie earning cjf t in group*

The

participants in this stu<3jy v/ho did "not particul rly" enjoy
tho work of terc i-ig received an avdra e yearly salary of 13,650,
•ABLE XVI
F THE PAPHTICIPATIRCr TEACHERS
AVERAGE YEARLY SALAFQ pF
YMIT'IT OF TEACHING
ACCORDING TO TI E!tH ElIJC‘

Enjoyment of Teaching
Very much

Average Yearly Salary

, 3 , 9 6 9 .0 0

Fairly well

4 .0 4 0 .0 0

Kot particularly

3 6 5 0 .0 0

.
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Dal^y l-reo Period
As a health aid provided by the schools, mont teachers
feel that a daily free period is important.

The investigation

revealed that 64.6 per cent of the gi*©up received no period
during the day enabling them to attend to school details
aside from thoir actual classroom teaching period, and to
relax from regular classroom tension!

Conforjabio

'eat

ins

The inquiry disclosed th t most of the group considered
that the school systems !$• Which they were employed did not
furnish comfortable rest rooms.

Just 10.7 per cent of the

teachers considered the facilities oj[ the rest rooms
satisfactory enough to be tereed co fortable.
..............

Security In position, that is ni> fear of dismissal
without cause, was enjoyed by only 32 of the 130 teachers,
representing 23*7 per cent^
The Con ittee on Tenure and Academic Freedom of the
National Education Associntl

stated that the term "tenure*

has acquired a technical moaning in reoent years whereby it
signifies a kind of employment in wh ich the teacher remains

6.

rational Education Asseci tio , Com ittee on Te ure and
Acade ic Freed© , Teacher Tenuro— Ann lysis and Appraisal,
1947, p. 5.
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in a school system from y^a ;r* to year under 1 glslatlve
protection which specifies on wh-'t grounds he may be dismissed.
According to Barr and Brandt,^ the term "tenure" refers
to "the manner in, or theip|eriod whieh, anything is had or
enjoyed."
To the question, "Is ttenure an 4id to teacher health?" ,
the Department of Classroom Teachers of the National
Education Association stated:
Foremost among the causes :>f fear and uncertainty
on the part of large numbe rs of teachers is the
indefiniteness and insecurity of their positions.
Hence a valuably contribution to teacher health Is
made whenever at y comraunitf , or state, assures
competent teachers that they will not be discharged
without causes clearly defined by law.
In res onne to the question, "Do you plan on staying
in the teaching professiob as a life 1o work?", It was revealed
that 73.8 per

sent planned to do so, and that 26.2 per cent

v/ere uncertain.
Further study In relation to tt^e three health-status
categories disclosed that} 81 per cert of those whose health
was "excellent" planned on staying in teaching.

Of the group

in "good" health 64 per cent were satisfied with their present
status, and in the "fair or poor" g^oup, 75 per cent would
continue in the professIpn.

7.

Barr, A.S. and Brandt, '.J., "Teacher Tenure," Bovlew of
Educational .oncerch. Vol. 16 (19^*6), p. ?71*

8.

National Education Association, Fit To
P* 1(2 a

Teach, op. ci t . ,

tABLE XVII
FUTURE PLANS OF M B PARTICIPATING TEACHERS
ACCORDING TO THE THREE HEALTH-STATUS GROUPS

Health-Status Groups

Ifumber replying
Yeis
Per Cent

Number replying
Uncertain
Per cent

Excellent

47

81

12

19

Good

40

64

17

36

75

2

25

Fair or Poor

According to the Encyclopedia of Educational Research*°
Anderson, in 1941, found that among

orty superintendents the

general opinion was that the lack of a permanent tenure plan
had a harmful effect upon curriculum^ Instruction and staff
morale•
Conditions
n a Prcsenjt in. S c h o o ls
rich e r e
Believed to be Injurious to Too-cher :rrlth
Life10 magazine In itfs issue of October 16, 1950 reported
that 22 per cent of the sdhool buildings In the United States
were older than fifty years, 73 per cent ranged from ten to
fifty years, and 5 per cent oould be considered as new.

9.
10.

Monroe,
Iter 5., (Ed • ) * Encyclp' c-clla of 'due-*tlo .al
Re search. New York: |m <cmillanuo77~T950, p. 1439.
Life, "U. . Schools— •They fh.ee a Crisis", Vol. 16
(October 16, 1950), ppi. 80-81.

Life concluded that*
Buildings are old and beooulng more obsolete every
year.
But age Is not the only problem} during the
war and the depression, school maintenance was
sadly neglected aind many relatively new buildings
are now in bad shape— Authorities estimate that
15 per cent of thie nation*
schools should be
condemned out of hand.
The Encyclopedia of l o c a t i o n a l

s e a r c h ^ in its survey

of the literature conoludid that the lifetime of school
buildings, according to current practices, approximated fifty
years.

This included, of ojourse, adequate maintenance.

The Ninth Yearbook o£ the Department of Classroom
Teachers*2 stated that the defects hi school housing facilities
constituted "a dally menace not only to the health and safety
of the pupils but also to some 75,000 to 90,000 teachers."
The participating teachers in this investigation reported
a total of 191 conditions present in their schools which they
believed were detrimental to their physical health.1

11.

Monroe, op. cit., p. 1114.

12.

National Education Association, Fit To Teach, op. cit.,
p . 126.
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fABLE XVIII
CONDITIONS TRESES^ I : CIIOCLS BELIEVED TO BE
DfETRIKEHTt\L TO) THE HEALTH OF TEACHERS

Condition Considered Injurious

Frequency of
Kmtlon

Rank

1*

Defective ventilation

53

1

2.

Improper lighting

53

1

3*

Unsuitable rchool furpljture

30

3

A*

Unsanitary teacher toilet
facilities

25

4

5*

Cold and drafty room

22

5

6*

General unpleasant school
surroundings
Total

Defective ventilation*
center around ventilation

8

191

A numbejr of injurious conditions
Dust and heating, both in and out

of the classrooms, are usually associated by the teachers with
factors which affect their physical health.

A total of 106

mentions were made by the 130 renortjlng teachers of factors
which pertained to poor ventilation, cold and drafty rooms*
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According to a summary In E'cyclopedia of
Rose r c h t ^

iduc -tlonal

there are wido variations in the conclusions about

which methods of ventllat£ojn s lould

used in differing

clrcum stances•
A relationship of respiratory diseases to ventilation
w s reported by Surgeon

teral

. . Cummings of the United

Stcateo Public Health S e r v i c e ^ who compared various methods
of school ventilation and found that the group which relied
upon nntural vontilatio

}iad 1.8 per cent absences due to

respiratory diseases co parjed to 3 pfr cent for the group
who used mechanical means.
Cold, drafty rooms w$tg checked by 16.9 per cent of the
teaohe a who answered the inquiry*

This hazard ra iked fourth

among all the conditions bf the school plant checked by the
teachers as a source of ill health.
Lighting.
controversial.

The problems of llgh

and color are

Although £'4equate standards for school room

lighting have been established for a number of years, 40.7
per cent of the teache s reported thtey worked under improper
lighting co ditions.

13.

Monroe, op. cit., p. 1111.

14.

'The Relation of Respiratory 111 -ess to Ventll tl n,"
American chool Boar
m flt Journal. Vol. 79 (July, 1929),
p. 154.
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Lighting that 1 b Imphdpor often results in eye strain and
fatigue.

Harmon-*^ reports, th t 59 per cent of the children

In four thousand Texas cliqsrooma ha? refractive eye defects
or other disturbances of i visual nature.

The per cents

ranged from 16 In the first grade to 62 per cent at the highest
elementary grade.

When ah experimental building of 21 class

rooms was redecorated and provided with a better distribution
of light Intensities, a r^-examination of the children at
the end of six months showed a 57*1 |xr cent reduction of
The re-examination also disclosed a

refractive eye problems.

44.5 per cent reduction lh nutrition problems and a 30 *9
per cent reduction in sighs of chronic infections*
The exact detrimental effect of poor lighting upon the
teacher's health has not b^en exactly measured.
co

It is

only known however, that teachers, in order to provide

the best lighting conditliotjis for the pupils, often have cause
to face directly into th« ^lare of w indows, desks and blackbo rds.

This Item along IwJ.th defective ve itilation, was felt

by the teachers to be most Injurious of all the conditions
in the school plant whlchj affected their health In a
deleterious manner.

15*

-

H r tor , D.B., 'Ll ’-ting and Ch:lid Development",
Illuminating virginenr^ng, Vol 40 (1945), pp. 199-228,
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Co.-ifor‘table and sanitary ; e t rot.-ns for to cherr,.

A room

comfortably furnished, where teacher sS can relax or lie down
If the nerd arises Is pro^lked by iaauy schools as an aid to
the teacher’s health and norale.

A great number of school

systems have not, however* concerned
The lack of comfortable rest ro<j>ms x*as in evidence by
the returns received from the participating teachers.

Only

10.7 p r cent of the teachers reported comfortable rest rooms
in their school system.
Sanitary toilet facilities for heacheis were reportedly
lacking in the schools in which 19 per cent of the teachers
v?er© e;

loyed.

Gen; ral u m leasa it school rurrotmdl

s.

Ranking fifth

according to frequency of mention wai the Influence of
un leasant school surround inns on the mental and physical
health of the teachers.

#any reasons could be responsible

for the existence of these health hazards.

Such noises as

those from automobiles, tracks, buse£, whistles, trains, and
many others serve as distractions.

Likewise, a depressing

neighborhood environment And disagreeable odors emanating
from elements in the area in which tjie school is located
are important factors to b© considered.

Only 6.1 per cent

of the participants considered the school surroundings
unrleasant.

£££?■£&& 2l 1 M iQlanBTOoni
Clans load*

In answer to the question, "Does the olass

load have any deleterious effect upon the health of the
teacher?” , the Department of Classroom Teachers In its Ninth
Yearbook stated*
There Is no evil, perhaps, quite so destructive to
teachex-8 morale as excessive teacher load*
The
teacher's Job is tone in which personal relationships
with the pupils|are vital, yet these cannot be
maintained when teaching schedules are full and
cl sses are overcrowded...Bonaclousness of failure
to reach all of the pupils creates an Intensity
with reape t to teaching duties that reacts un
favorably on the health of body and raind.16
Baker1 ’ found that teachers of targe classes were more
lacking in adequate knowledge of individual pupils than were
those teachers of small classes.
On the other hand, Catfrothers1

study suggested that class

size had no Important relationship to the health of the teacher.
In this study the average number of pupils taught dally
by the teachers were classifled according to the three healthstatus categories.

It wap revealed that the teachers whose

health rating was rtexcelljerltH taught an average number of
22 pupils per day; those whose health status was ''good"

16.

National Education Aesooiation, Fit To Teach, op. clt.,
p. 137.

17.

Baker, H. L . , ’'Class size Does Make A Difference ', nation1s
chooln. Vol. 17, (February, 1936), pp. 27- 8.

18.

Carrothorr , op. clt., p. 24.

averaged 24 pupils throughout the

1
%

In their clac ©s, and

teachers whose health rating was "f;4llr or poor'* had an average
class load of 26 pupils pep day.
i’ABLE X I X

AV PAGE MUMBER OF PI PiLS TAUGHt DAILY BY TEACHERS
AS CLASSIFIED IN TF•El THREE HEALTH-STATUS GROUPS
r--r;, - "gar -arrassss

Health-Status Group

Average Humber of
PilP 11s Taught Dally

Excellent health

22

Good health

24

Fair or Poor health

26

The study was further broken down to discover the
relationship between the three health categories and the
average number of classed taught per day.

The research

disclosed that those participants whose health was ’’excellent'
taught on an average of 2 classes p^r day.

Of those whose

health was "good” , 4 classps were taught per day, and those
teachers who had "fair op boor" averaged 5 classes per day.
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tABLE XX
AVERAGE HUMBER OF CLA
Alsj-ES TnUGHT1 PER DAY 3Y TEACHERS
AS CLASSIFIED Ii THE THREE H5A LTH-STATUS GROUPS

Health-Status Group

Average lumber of
Classes Taught Dally

Excellent health

2

Good health

4

Fair or Poor health

5
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JF[AFTER V
SUMMART-COMCLUStlONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
Sum a r y «

The tea chefs who participated In this

could be classified according to an average

tudy

roup composite*

The man was married, maintaining a home, and was e sployed
in a village of less than 2 ,500 population.

He taug ht on the

secondary level and had mpife than four years beyond high
school of college training.

He earned an annual salary of

03,994.44.
Woiaen teache s, of whejm there wtere just four, were
single, taught In an ur an area on the seco d ry level.
mounted to more than four years
Hor professional training ajs
training be yond high school and she l a m e d a yearly Income
of

4,0 0.00.

Thin sa r1 Lag *ras so Inadequate that no

significant or c: elusive evidence cun be derived*
:>elf-evalu.- tIon by tfoq teachers of their health status.
The data collected In thlfc s t u ’y disclosed that 93*7 per cent
of the 130 teachers considered their health was elth r
'’excellent" or "good", whllje 6*3 per cent considered that
their health was elth r "poor" or “ air".
Sex.

The teacher's retorts disclosed tlr t b0 per cent

of the males and 75 per corjt of the females we e in the
upper health groups of "excellent" of "good",
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SI. e of teaching C rrnnlt *

In the self-rated health

status of the teacherg according to the size of the community
In which they were employed, there was no significant
difference.
Healtft disorders anoftg the tone lers.

The 130 teachers

reported a total of 166 health disorders which occurred with
varying frequencies.

Among the leading ailments were: colds,

sore throats, digestive disturbances , nervousness, eye
trouble and headaches.
rltal status.

Marlrled teach© rs rated their health more

highly than did those wf o' were single.

Of the group of men

and wo en who were married! 64.6 per cent rated their health
as "excellent" or "good", while 76.4 per cent of the
unmarried men and women coiisidered t|heir status to be in the
upper two health categories.

Han 1t.h h”bi1r. Of t.hr to cH ‘n<

It is noted that even

though the great© t majority of te che s n e l f - m t e themselves
in the “excellent" or "gojocji" health grout , very little
outside p yelcal rec eatiohal habits were maintained.

Golf

followed by dancing was the activity most regularly
participated in.

Dancing] and swimming were mentioned as the

most popular "occasional" activity.
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Hobbles*

Out of th® 101 hobbies mentioned, hunting was

the most popular; fishing, reading and photography followed
closely.

Unusual forms mentioned wore: dog training, watch

repairing, oil painting* and horse training*
Hat In fact Ion in the njroiessionl

In response to the

question, "Do you plan oiji staying £i| the teaching profession
as a life's work?", it was revealed that 73*0 per cent planned
to do so, and that 26.2 j>e|r cent we:fe uncertain.
Train 1nr beyond hlg.ft school*

It was found that the

teachers who had the greatest amount of training beyond
the four years of high school also enjoyed more abundant
health according to the $elf-ratingn in the study.
Level of teach 1 .r,»

The teachers who instructed on the

secondary level had a slightly higher but not significant
percentage of "good" or "etxeellent" self-evaluated health
ratings than those who taug'-t on the elementary level.
Health status and the enjoyment of tv -c '

Two out of

every three teachers indicated that they definitely e Joyed
e data revealed an existing

the work of teaching.

relationship between the self--evaluated health status of
I

the teachers and their enjoyment of tea c ni:ig.

Approx imately

68 per cent of the teachers whose health status was "excellent"
enjoyed teaching "very

uch" as oc n red to 65*5 per cent of

those whose health status was “good"!.

The percenta e of

people who enjoyed teaching "very mush" dropped to Just
62*5 per cent for those whose health status was rated
as "poor".
School provisions for teacher hp 1th appraisal*

Seven

per cent of the teachers indicated that a health exa Instion
was required as a prerequisite for entrance Into the school
system In which they were employed, nineteen per cent were
required to take periodic dxarriiaatiohs.
alaries*

A definite* well established salary schedule
■ «
On the
was enjoyed by only 23*7 p<$r cent of the roup.
average, the teachers with "excellent" health rating* received
the highest salaries * while the lowe st salaries were earned
by those teachers whose health statu a was “poor".
Te ure.

Twenty three per

ent of the teachers enjoyed

a position of job security with no ffear of dismissal without
cause.

The data revealed there was very little difference

between the health groups ^.n this field.
Class load.

The teacher’s class load, when considered

according to their health )Btatus, averaged 22 pupils per day
for those whose self-rating was “excellent", 24 pupils per
day for those whose health status was "good" , 26 students
per day for the t e a c h e s who had a * air" or "poor" health
status

The study further rev oaled that those te chers who had
"excellentrt health taught fewer clashes per day than those
w o h d "good" or Junt

1 air" hen 1th.

School plant condltlpoo co side|red Injurious to teacher
health*

The participating tcache s In this Investigation

reported a total of 191 conditions j^reserit In their schools
which they believed were detrimental to their physical health*
Defective ventilation and laproner fighting were the two
outsta ding conditions*
Dally free period*

The investigation revealed that

64.6 per cent of the entire group received no period during
the day enablin

them to attend to School dotails aside from

their actual classroom teaching per: od, and to relax from
rc ulor classroom tension.
Conclusions and deco fcendat1ons
It teas been the purpose of thi s investi ation to state
conclusions and to propose recommen S' tions b sed upon the.
actual conditions and prblile s of c lassroom teachers as they,
themselves, have experienced and rcporto' them.
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fikigMa
1*

The teachera' atate o|f health, according to their own
evaluation, generally i|a sufficiently vigorous to roe*t
the strain of classroom activities*

Approximately 6*3

per cent of the teachers considered themselves to have
ill health or lowered Vitality t£> an extent which does
not sufficiently enable} them to (successfully meet the
continuous stress of the clasnrob •
2*

The self-rated health statue of secondary teachers and
tho e who work on the elementary level are approximately
the same.

3.

The self-evaluated health status of teachers is not

re- tly

affected by the si e of the community.
4.

School systems offer vcjry little for the conservation
of the health of

5.

eacbd s in service.

Teachers who consider themselves to have "excellent"
or "good" health

e o e M e a hip heir annual salary than those

who ;ate their healtrn ns being "fair" or "poor".
6.

The majority of teaohfers are hirsd by school systems
without any regard to their stats of health, and are
not required to show evidence of good health periodically.

7.

A manifest association appears tb exist between teachers'
self-rated status and their enjoyment of teaching.
Thore teachers who were in "excellent" and "good" health
found teaching more enjoyable.
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8.

The married teachers

t,ed their health more highly than

did those who were single*
9*

The teachers' estimate of the school environment has a
definite relationship to the health of the teacher,
Those teachers who en of d teaching very much mentioned
fewer injurious health conditions in their respective
schools than did those who did not particularly like
teao Ing*

10.

Respiratory ailments aubh as colds and sore throats
constitute the leading nource of teacher ill h alth.

11*

The school environmental conditions which are co. sidered
a health hazard to the physical and mental health of the
teachers are in many Instances ccrorletely preventable*

12*

In general, teachers airfc quite happy in the profession,
the majority of them ifnpend to mafke t aching their
life’s work.
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Re c
1*

■;? nda 1i on

It Is recommended that every ap ljLcant for a teaching
position bo given a c o l l e t s physical examination previous
to employment.

The teiejher may h?ve the examination made

by the school physlciaf* or any refutable, regularly
licensed physician of
an approved form.

II

I

Reasonable time should be allowed for

the correction of any remodlable defects, except In cases
of infectious diseases
should be assumed by t he
2.

The expense of the examination
iri nr school,

It Is rocomrs ended that} prior to teacher training, students
be given a physical e

In tion vith special reference to

neurotic tendencies ar|d mental hygiene practices.

The

environment and program should be so planned and
administered to help ovlery teacher lead a healthful,
vigorous life while ijft training.

Teacher training

institutions should provide more and better courses
dealing with the fields of health and maintain machinery
for diversion of questionable candidates into other
pro feasions.
It is rooommended that all sohoo|l employees be required
to have periodic health examinations, Including a chest
Xray.

The extent of eia lnstioris and their frequency

U

should b© determined through cooperative planning by
teachers, school ad in :.atrators, and school m dlcal
advisors.

Periodlo ox$, inatlons are desirable to protect

the student and nohool

mployeea

from the effects of many

u suspected illnesses.

The healti examination record

should not b© sent to the superintendent1a office, but
b©

4.

©tain- d by the exa.fiIning physician who will sake

recommendations to the

ohool boa rd or hiring officials.

It is recommended that

ehoel plahits be carefully

inspected in order to meet school housing standards
establish'd by law and Official bluilding and health
regulations.

Important considerations are adequate size;

appropriate ventilation

heating, lighti

, and aooustlcs;

adjustable seats with [regard for postural considerations;
attractive decorations

wide hall)s; stairways of fire-

proof construction; doors opening outward on automatic
safety latohee.

Lavatjo^ies and hand-washing facilities

should be adequate,

ith^re should be an am le number

of drinking fountains of approved sanitary design, and
these should always be kept in gqod working or er.
5«

It is recommended that teacher© apnd ad inlstrative
groups work cooperatively together to determine the
causes which serve to impair the^r health and take steps
to amend these conditions.

Such problems as loaves of

absence, salaries, teaching load and recreational
facilities are important to both groups.

B5
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MTOTDIX A

(Brand Forks, North Dakota
June 4, 1953

Dear sirs
According to an a m L ;y d s raad^ In November of 1937 by
the Research Division of the National 1dueation Aesociatio:
the health p ere ulslto

to eerti: loatlon and employment In

public schools had been established either by state laws or
state board rules and i"e?u1 tlono,.
Could you rloa-e

orm

standards your state m i ulren

me by

s

n

return mail what health
basis for teacher

certification?
I would like to know if a health certificate or
qualification lo requij*©a , the person or agency certifying
to health status, perso ns to whoa the requirements apply,
and other related prov; .slona if ary.
Thank you very mom!h for your

e and c

sid

Very truly yours,

>bert H* Fielder
'-2 P rk Village
rrand Forks
orth Dakota
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APPENDIX B

A HEALTH

tJRVEI FOR (TEACHERS

You are sked to fill ip the bla rks in this survey, giving as
accurate a re art as you cap on your health and on certain
conditions which affect it. Your res;tonne, with other® say be
thin the entire teaching
helpful in promoting bettor e 1th wi‘
profeesio . Obviousiv. uc -i[of the i._ -'a -■....tio..
-C
.... O,
JjE>45.JgP -X ^L ttlal 1 O.
to nxetoct you absolutely w 1th roferenfco to all your
J£.-*.•?turn _thc_blo.n1: unsikned* Therefore, the value
of your reply will depend on the co •loteneso, accuracy, and
frankness of your w e a n t aft-V rents*
OSH E RAL I:'PORKAT T0>

1* Indicate with an X the tkrpe of co p ity 1 which you tench:
( 3 Aural
( 3 Villar e le-n than p ,5 0 0
( } City 10,000 or over
( ) Town 2,500 to 5,0 0
2* St to in H l c h yo
3.

■s

1<

( }

to oh
or ale

[ )

Karitajl status:

J

A. Amount of schooling beyond nigh eeh Del:

f5* How

(
(
(
(
(

Single ( 3
Married ( )

} Less t nan 1 year
) 1 year
3 2 y rs
3 4 years
) loro than 4 yc >s

a y year's have you Unurht school'*

6* Present grade 1 vol in w 3c you teich:
( 3 Elementary
( 3 Junjtdr High
( 3 color High
7*

-at tyre of teachl ig o n ifIcntes 3o you hole9

HEALTH STATUS
1. Che ■i t c state ':e t w lot best dcscjpibes your health at
present:

( 5 chronic ill he 1th
( ) good health

) low vitality
3 excellent he 1th

( ) fair health

2* If you have a y serious handicap, p loose indicate briefly its
nature:________________
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If you hove been under a doctor's car© or h d any Illnesses
during the past five yeajrii9 what diseases were present?
(
(
(
(
(
(
(

)
)
)
)
)
)
)

( )
( }
( )
( )

'men la
colds
sore throat
headaches
nervousness
back?.oh©
pernIntent cough
difficulty 1 sloe ing
const-patIon
©yo trouble
skin eruptions

)
)
)
)
5
)
)

Indigestion
leg or feet pains
rar>ld cr excessive fatigue
abdomirnl pain or discomfort
toothache
ear trouble
more tired In morning that night
dlazln< a
tube 2*0 ! osis
dlabot<es
) heart trouble

4* How many days absent freto school doe to illness in the
past years?
|
HE LTH H TJITS
hloh you t|ake part:
1. Chock the ac Ivitles 1
Occasionally
Regu la rly
Systematic exercise
____
Dancing
____
Swimming
___.
Tennis
____
Golf
____
Hiking
Lint others (b© specific)_
2, Li t your

obbiens

(be ojpeci^lc)

3* Indicate below the nanne r In which you spent your 1950, 1951*
and 1952 summer vacatloms
1950
1951
1952
Teaching sunraer school clasjsea
Attending summer school
Travel
Cumaer recreation director
Rest
List others?
TEACHING CO* DITI^’ S
!• Do you enjoy teac ing:

2»

v t ore your major f lelrl^?

) not part loul rly
) toirlj| well
} very mu ch
minor fields?.
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3* Lin*, s u b l e t s tati-b* di>H -it
1951-1952______________
1952-1953_
4* Do yon h-ve the same
5*

o yo
work ?

Ian on staying
( ) yes

( ) no

e r

t two ye; .os

of o'.Ilf'-on the entire flay?

th e te ac h in g profnasio

& a life’s

( ) unoo^tain

6. now 'a y pu ils are ©nrAllled 1 i yoir l a t e s t class?
How many clashes taught per day ?.
What In the average *1 o?
co d?tlwrs, proneat In your school,
7« Cheek any of the follow
which you believe are dntrlmental fo your healths
( ) Defective ventilation
( > Cold and drafty rooij
( ) Inproper lighting
( ) Unsanitary teacher toilet facilities
( ) Unsuitable school furniture
( ) General unpleasant fchool surroundings
List others
which arply 1 your chool ays tec;
G. Check a y of the follow
uired upfn entrance to chool system.
( ) Health examination
Who p e r f o m s this di
Who bears the exnc
Is this re ort filed in the superintendent’s offIce?___
How Is the superintendent Informed?
.. ,
........... _
( ) Periodic health examinations re uired:
How oton'.__________ _ L _ ( ) A jiually ( ) very 2 yo-rs
Others list
How often Is the TB tlest ivent
What tyre TB tent ifc Ivon? |
( ) Xray
( ) Kantoux
) Patch
( ) A definite well established sal ry schedule
( ) Free periods during the school day
(1952-1953)
Number of free periods?
( ) Co ortable rent rofds for ton#hers
( ) T’crr tional faelllh
( ) Security In position_ no fear if dismissal without cause
( ) A definite siok leave policy*
re days adeumulntive ?
How na-pjr days annually ?.
If so, how m a y ?
ere you required to take a physical examination by the
Prior to taking teachers
college you attended? 1
Uno( graduntlon \
training?.
10.

,
‘ere specific courses rt uired rc ftrdlng he 1th?
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OUT OF

r.c fOCL

SOSPDmOlfS X lAftD TO

4LTI1
,:r:

1. Uerarlb© your prcoc it rHlde. oo Itplng arranga/eAtl
( } Living v?ith parents

t ) Maintaining a hoo©
( ) 9avi g a d e e d i n g riK^a in a no^e and taking' steals elsewhere
( ) Sharing an apartment
List others___________
2.

ovr ©a y vec 1© excluding yourself are euprorte
©'*_

by you?.

Salary fro a teaehing^.

3.

In /r.v:. a i- 1 i c
Other sourcea1________

4,

J u ri-i t.’:e 3 C ' o o l •-eek do you rogu'Lnrly work outside of school
raosber of tiour-s?
hours"___________ If so

5*

bout
work?

ovr much tire do you devote no religious or co
(hours per week

amity

Department of -ducati on
Montgomery 4
Alabama
Department of Public Instruction
Capitol Building:
Phoenix
Arizona
Division of Teacher E>luoation s*nd Certification
Department of \ducat io.>n
Education Building
Little Rock
Arkansas
State Department of
Sacramento 14
California

location

Supervisor of Teachelr Certification
Depar'.tne t of EduoatjiOn
127 State Capitol
Denver 2
Colorado
State Office Building
Department of Education
Hartford
Connecticut
Department of Public Instruction
Box 191
Dovor
Delaware
Depart ent of Education
Tallahassee
Florida
Depart: o/t of Education
State Office Building
Atlanta 3
Georgia
State Board of Education
Room 205• Statehouse
Boise
Idaho
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Teacher Certification Boar d |
Room 403, Centennial Building
Springfield
Illinois
Division of Teacher training aimd Licensing
Department of Public Instruct i|cn
Indianapolis 4
Indiana
Superintendent of' ljublie Instruction
State Office Bullcding
Des Moines 19
Iowa
Director of CertIfilectio . and College Accreditation
Department of Publ:lc Instruction
Topeka
Kansas
Department of Education
Frankfort
Kentucky
Department of Education
Baton Rouge 4
Louisiana
Department of Education
Augusta
Paine
Director of Certification and Accreditation
Department of Education
2 e^t Redwood street
Baltimore 1
Maryland
Department of Education
200 lewbury Street
Boston 16
Massachusetts
Department of Fublic Instruct: Ion
Lansing 2

Mlehigan

Department of Education
St* Paul 1
Minnesota
Superintendent of Education
Department of Education
Jackson
Mississippi
Department of Education
Division of Public Schools
Jefferson City
Missouri
Superintendent of Public Instruction
Helena
Montana
Superintendent of ^4>llc Instruction
State Capitol
Lincoln 9
Nebraska
Department of Education
Carson City
Nevada
State Board of Education
Concord
New Hampshire
State Board of Examiners
Department of Education
175 West State Street
Trenton 8
New Jersey
Department of Education
Box 999
Santa Fe
New Mexico
State Department o\' Education
Albany 1
Hew York
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State Department of Public Ins ruction
Raleigh
North Carolina
Department of Public Instruction
Bismarck
North Dakota
Depart ent of Education
Columbus 15
Ohio
State Board of Education
Oklahoma City
Oklahoma
Division of General Education
Department of Education
106 State Library Building
Salem
Oregon
Department of Public Instruction
Box 911
Harrisburg
Pennsylvania
Department of Education
205 Benefit Street
Providence 3
Rhode Island
Department of Education
314 Wade Hampton Office Bulldirig
Columbia 1
South Carolina
Superintendent of Public Instruction
State Capitol Building
Pierre
South Dakota
Division of Public Hligh Schools
Department of Education
206 Memorial Building
Nashville 3
Tennessee
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Texas Education Agency
Capitol Station
Austin 11
Texas
Superintendent of Public Instigation
Director of Teacher Personnel
Room 223, State Capitol
Salt Lake City 1
Utah
Director of Teacher Education and Certification
Department of Education
Montpelier
Vermont
Coordinator of Teacher Education
Department of Education
Richmond
Virginia
Superintendent of Public Instruction
Olympia
Washington
Department of Education
Charleston
West Virginia
Department of Public Instruction
R'om 147
Capitol Building
Madison 2
Wisconsin
Commissioner of Education
Department of Education
Capitol Building
Cheyenne
Wyo <ing

